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People you should know 
Gail Currie, 
mall manager. 
by RALPH RESCHKE 
Herald Staff Writer" 
TERRACE-It's not eneugh that Gall Cu/'rie has to 
perform her own duties as manager of the, Skeena 
Mall, but she still has to find time ta 10ck after her 
three children and be a wife and compani0n for her 
husband Ralph. 
"The job eertsinly takes up a great deal'of my 
time," she explains, "but that's what's o nice about 
the work, I get to choose my hours and schedule my 
day. This allows me the freedom of 'being with my 
family and still do my work to the best of my ability." 
But to the woman that has to handle any assign. 
ment, from public relations to putting together a 
budget, it's more than just a Job. . ,  
'.'I th .i.nkthat as a manager, you have to put in those 
extra hours, to make sure that things are running 
smoothly and on schedule. But it's also very 
rewarding when you see a promotion or a special 
event working well and. people njoying themselves 
and the surroundings ,the mall presents o them," she 
said. 
And how does he deal with the badmoments? 
"Like any job, this one has its had moments and its 
good ones," she begins, "but no matter what the 
situation, the good moments always out-weight the 
bed ones. You just have to have broad choniders and 
a thick skin." 
It's easy to see that Gall is a busy woman, what 
with people in and out of the office and telephone calls 
to answer, but still she finds time to attend corn- 
munity functions and local events. 
"It's a "people" job as well, because your goal is to 
keep the customers happy, the merchants happy, and 
of course, the landlord ~happy, so I find myself doing a 
lot of publie relations work in the community. But I 
also have to look after the needs of the retailers in the 
mall." 
Her responsibilities include overall promotion of 
the mall, budgeting, maintenance, looking after the 
office work, and acting as liaison between merchants 
and the firm tha't manages the mall. 
Gall Currie 
She has a budget according to the seasons of the 
year. In the winter, there are Christmas decorations 
and snow removal. In summer, there's cleaning the 
parking lot, putting out planters and generally 
keeping the mall neat and tidy. 
But there's never a dull moment and the rewards 
are So satisfying she keeps going on, putting as much 
effort into the job as she can, to make sure everyone's 
happy. 
"Or at least 95 per cent of them," she adds with a 
smile. 
Althongh Gall was born in Victoria, she considers 
bemelf a "Terrace girl" through and through. Her 
family roots on her mother's side go hack to the turn 
of the century when the Durham family arrived at 
Kitselns Canyon. She also looks after mall advertising and . . . .  
preparation for Coming events and promotions. Then Her family moved to the north but left in June of 
when the events hapl~e~, she is thereto handle any  1948 and*moved to New Westminster. In 1961", she  
"When you have 35 stores, it sometimes ~omes for a ~era l  ~,ctltioner for five yesrs~ 
difficult o please thin all, but we try to plan for the In 1966 she met aod married her husband, Ralph, 
future so that whatever occurs willbe for the good of and four days after the wedding the Couple moved to 
all the merchants~" . Terrace. Her husband had been transferred to the, 
Her job docsn't leave her wondering what to do. •/ ' B.C. Equipment branch ere. 
She explains thatwhen she first began ayear ago, she ' in 1982, B.C. Equipment closed its doors and the 
tried to do without a secretary, but after six month~ familyfacedthetestofstayinginTerraceormeving to 
anotbei" city to look for work: 
The decided they liked Terrace so much they would 
stay in the area. Fortunately RivQuip hired Ralph 
soon after he lost his job with B.C. Equipment. 
Gaff worked at Dr. Lee's office for four years, 
working until shortly before her first child was boru. 
David, her first born, is 14-years.old. Jillian is 1i, and 
Grant, is nine. 
Gaff feels her job allows her enough flexibility to 
allow her to take care of her children's needs, even if 
it means leaving the job a little earlier to deliver 
someone, somewhere. 
Gall has been i ,  the area for 18 years,, and along 
with her family, can't foresee leaving Terrace for a 
good many years to come. 
she decided it was just too much. She now has a 
secretary tolook after some of tlm office duties. 
It's also her responsibility to ensure that local non- 
profit organizations find room in the mall to.set up 
displays. 
"I enjoy seeing these groups come into the mall and 
make use of our facility," she says, adding that, "I 
also look forward to the displays that are coming 
from other areas of B.C. and even the United States." 
As well, Gall is in charge of a part-time secretary, 
three maintenance staff, and a summer employee. 
Budgeting for the mall is an important task and 
Gaff has to take many things into consideration to
maintain the mall on a day to day basis, and not go 
over budget. 
A papa/strategy for MPs 
QUEBEC (CP) Opposition 
For example, to win the favor of the Liberals could not identify, Liberals said Thursday they have 
obtained a cabinet document telling 
ministers how to get maximum 
political distance out of Jacques 
Cartier festivities and Pope John 
Paul's visit. 
The unsigned strategy paper says 
government speeches during the 
Pope's visit in September .should 
stress social justice, equality of 
opportunity and sharing. It advises 
against "sterile disputes" with 
Ottawa over protocol for the Pope's 
trip or the arrival of tall ships in 
Quebec City next month to mark the 
450th anniversary of Cortier's first 
voyage in 1534. 
Liberal deputy house leader Marc'-' 
Yvan Cote gleefully distributed 
copies of the "leaked" document at 
a news conference, saying it came 
from a "very high source" in the 
ParU Quebecois government. There 
was no immediate comment from 
Premier R~ne Levesque's office. 
"The strategy of manipulation set 
out in the document shows precisely 
why this government has. a 
credibilty problem," Cote said.' 
Entitled Restoring Credibility, the 
paper is divided into three periods -- 
the fall of 1983, the spring of 1984, 
and this summer. It' lists target 
groups of voters, a strategy for 
reaching them, and those who 
should be respepsible for doing so. 
intellectuals, it proposes consulting 
as many as possible. It assigns that 
task to ministers and any PQ 
members of the national assembly 
who have good contacts among 
newspaper editors or performers. 
Cote noted th/R the Liberals have 
long criticized the PQ for turning the 
government into a propaganda 
machine and for refusing to respect 
the results o f  the May. 1980 
referendum on' Quebec, in- 
dependence. 
"We would have thought hey 
would have learned by now, but the 
document shows they remain true to 
themselves - -  totally immoral in 
their approach to Quebec reality." 
The authors of the document, Who. 
stress the need to,  portray the 
government as a respon~sible 
manager of the taxpayers! dollars. 
They suggest he Treasury Board 
should commission studies on 
governments, schools and hospitals 
by jndependant experts to re- 
establish the government's 
credibility as a good administrator 
of the public purse. 
First test-tube twins 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Two healthy 
boys, Canada's first homegrown 
test-tube twins, were barn Thursday 
to an Ontario couple. 
"It was just thrilling," said father 
Steph~n Cherry, 30, of nearby 
Newmarket who helped his wife, 
Noni, through eight hours of labor. 
"I was with her the whole time and 
it was so nice," said Cherry, a 
manager, with Bell Canada in 
WHY BUY NEW? 
WHEN USEDwlLL  DO! 
Do you want parts to f ix up your car but your budget 
• won't allow it? Beat the high cost of new parts with. 
qual.lty used parts from 
S.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE 
635-2333 or 635-9095 
3690 Ouhan (iusfoff Hwy. 16 E) 
'Trial but no charge' 
nurse's lawyer says 
TORONTO (CP) -- In a strong 
attack 'on the Grange royal com- 
mission, the lawyer for Phyllis 
Trayner says the nurse was never 
charged with a crime but "put 
publicly on trial for murder" in 
connection with baby deaths at 
Toronto's Hospital for Sick Children. 
. ~ Claude Thomson said the cam- 
':: ~hission has been "coercive in its 
nature" and argued that lawyers 
"i making final arguments after the 
first phase of public hearings 
shouldn't be allowed to  make ac- 
.= cusations. " ' ' 
' After' 147 days of hearings, 
lawyers are to argue how they 
~:believe 36 infants died on the 
.i ! hospital's cardiac ward between 
June 1980 and March 1981. 
Thomson said a recent Ontario 
Court of Appeal decision prevents 
the commissioner, Mr. Justice 
Samuel Grange of the Ontario 
~Supreme Cosrt, from making any 
.finding that would name individuals 
thought responsible for giving 
~overdoscs of the heart drug digoxin. 
Grange has said the ruling also 
prevents him from naming anyone 
'he finds was not involved .in the 
Thomson said.that because of that 
rulin~ "if you don't have th right to 
exonerate her from accusations of 
murder, then. you don't have the 
right to allow counsel to stand up 
and make those accusations." 
MEDIA "BARRED 
Grange reserved ruling on a 
request by Douglas Runt, lawyer for 
tile Attorney. General's Ministry, 
that news media be  barred while 
legal argumen t takes place. 
Meanwhile, Attorney General Roy 
MeMurtry Says he will try to clarify 
the terms of i'efer.bnce of the com- 
mission so' the. inquiry's second 
phase can proceed. 
But McMurtry said Thursday he 
can't guarantee that phase two - -  
which woulddeal  with the police 
invesUgation i to the deaths and the 
laying of four murder charges 
against nurse Susan Nelles --  will 
ever take place. 
"All I can say is I would hope the 
matter would proceed and I would 
. do anything I Can to facilitate phase 
two in a full and proper inquiry," 
McMurtry told reporters outside the 
legislature after dailY question 
period. 
second phase on hold, saying he 
needs direction from MclMurtry 
before he can proceed. 
In a statement issued at the 
beginning of the day's proceedings, 
Grange said the Appeal Court ruling 
prohibiting 'him from drawing 
conclusions about civil or criminal 
responsibility raises doubts that he 
can produce a valuable report on the 
second phase. 
WANTS AMENDMENT 
Grange wrote McMurtry this week 
asking him to consider amending the 
mandate of the eommissionin light 
of the ruling, which he believes 
prevents him from saying if any' law 
enforcement person acted im- 
properly. 
Last week, police lawyer Barry 
Percival threatened to challenge 
Grange in the Ontario Divisional 
Court if police were asked to justify 
'their arrest of Nelles in March 1981. 
She was discharged15 months later 
after a preliminary hearing for lack 
of evidence. 
Nelles is suing Metropolitan 
Toronto Police and the attorney 
general for $854,000, alleging 
negligence, malicious prosecution 
.. deaths. Earlier in the day, Grange put the and false imprisonment. 
]Bush and towns in path of 
..fires raging ,out of control 
• WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  Bush fires 15 east of Winnipeg was closed for a armed only with garden hoses and 
fanned by high winds that created few hours as billowing smoke shovels, to battle the threat from the 
d~st-bowl conditions raged out of redu.eod visibility to alinust zero. fire. 
:~ control in eastern Manitoba on CAUGHT BY SURPRISE "~m~nr  ,a  ant ,~U= at ~, ,~ 
l'li~s~y'; ~l~mi~' ~,'~iig~liwa~'fdr~ . Martihuk said the fires'-cau~t '.sayln~'af~i~'qvas a fl~e atoii~ ......... 
eing evacuation of one town and natural resources pei.sunnci -by en¢i o'f town," eald Frech, an em- 
d~troylng thousands of hectares of surprise. , ployee at the nuclear research 
woodlands. " 
At: least eight fires turned into 
immense conflagrations in only 'a 
few bo~s. "It was much too quick 
for us to handle," said Jim Mar- 
tinuk, a spokesman for the Manitoba 
Forest Protection Service. 
, The strong winds, which at times 
reached gust.s of 90 kilometres an 
hour, were expected to continue well 
into the weekend. 
A 6,400-hectare fire about 60 
kilometres east of Winnipeg forced 
at least 40 people to leave their, 
homes in Ste. Rita. Two people were 
taken to hospital for smoke 
inhalation. 
Further east, near the Manitoba- 
Ontario border, cottagers were 
ordered to leave Whitesbell 
Provincial Park when several fires 
raced through the woods, jumping 
highways and lakes and threatening 
to destroy cabins. 
In Pinawa, about 100 kilometres 
east  of  Winnipeg, people rushed 
home from the Atomic Energy of 
Canada Ltd. research station and 
used garden hoses to douse a 
number of small fires that erupted in 
town as 40 hectares of bush burned 
on the outskirts. 
A 50-kilometre section'of Highway 
" I t ' s  very unusual to have a fire 
start late in the afternoon and go to 
;BOO acres," Martinuk sa d. 
"Nobody really expected what 
happened today." 
The largest fire was in Ste. Rita, 
where up to 30 workers manned fire 
lines surrounding the tiny village 
overnight Thursday. Residents left 
town for several hours at the height 
of the emergency, staying with 
friends and relatives in nearby 
communities. 
Martinuk said one firefighter and 
one elderly resident" were taken to 
hospital for smoke inhalgtinn. 
Firefighters, unable to save the 
mainly scrub brush and second- 
growth poplar stands that burned 
out ot control near the community, 
concentrated onsalvaging property, 
said Bill Medd, a provincial regional 
fire control officer. 
An RCMP spokesman said the fire 
licked the western outskirts of town 
and destroyed a few sheds. 
In Pinawa, a community of about 
2,000, smoke became so thick 
residents could barely see across the 
street. 
TOWN TURNS OUT 
Pinawa resident Egon Frech said 
the whole town turned out, some 
station. "So people came home and 
dtarted to pitch in right away. 
"It was very close. Ithink we were 
very fortunate." 
Martinuk said all of Thursday's 
fires, were caused by man. ',We 
haven't had "any lightning." 
Bulldozers, helicopters and water 
bombers were mobilized in Thur- 
sday's fire fight, as well as about 200 
firefighters. -Additional natural 
• resources personnel were called in 
from northern Manitoba, where rain 
kept• fire activity to a minimum. 
Where there wasn't smoke, there 
was dust - -  thick clouds of it 
whipped up by the fierce, warm 
winds that blew across the prairie. 
The winds also created havoc with 
prairie land further west, blowing 
off seeds, fertilizer and precious top 
soil from recently tilled fields. 
In downtown Winnipeg, a cloud of 
dust hung in the air, irritating:: 
people's eyes and obscuring the view" 
of the upper levels of high-rise 
buildings. 
When the sun set over the 
Manitoba capital Thursday, it 
looked like a silver moon -- or a 
huge ping-pong ball glinting through 
the dusty haze. 
Inflation under five per cent- 
0~AWA (CP) --  A return to 
The strategy paper has some hints more seasonal prices for U.S. 
for ministers. It suggests they vegetables helped keep the annual 
should be seen s~niling, stress that inflation rate at 4.9 per cent in April, 
the government remains pr~c- up marginally from 4.7 par cent in 
cupied with creating jobs, and no March, Statistics Canada said 
problem should be handled in a way today. 
The government agency said the 
QuebecWhich wouldis di'vided.give the impression effects of mid-winter frosts on 
produce grown in the United States 
are mostly over and the 5.6-per-cent 
average decline in vegetable prices 
last month balanced increases in 
most other areas. 
Toronto. "'We're very happy and With April's increase, retail prices 
very lucky." resumed their upward march after a 
The boys -- Scan Robert MRchell drop in March to 4.7 from 5.5 par 
and l~,n Murray Douglas -- were cent in February. 
born just before 6 p.m. EDT. Based on the consumer price 
Arthur Bush, chief gynecologist'at index, the inflation rate has been 
Toronto East General Hospital, said climbing since it hit an 11-year low 
they weighed in at a healthy seven of 4.2 pe.r cent in November. 
pounds eight ounces and seven The 4.9-per-cent rate in April is 
pounds five ounces, measured.on a year-to-year basis, 
The eggs were fertilized in a comparing April 1984 with April 
laboratory dish at the hospital. The 1983. 
process involves removing one or  On a month-to-month basis, prices 
more eggs from the woman, in- increased 0.2 per cent. This matches 
cubating them in the laboratory dish the monthly rise between February 
with the man's sperm and placing . and March and is the smallest in- 
all fertilized eggs back in the crease sinceNovember, when there 
woman's uterus about 48 hours later, was no increase. 
It Is the second successful invitro The Statistics Canada report 
fertilization (conception outside the comes as the Liberal government is
womb) in Canada. The country's under heavy fire for escalating 
first test-tube baby was a boy born interest rates, high unemployment 
Christmas Day to.a Vernon, B.C., and a weak Canadian dollar. The 
couple-- John and Margaret Reid-- inflation increase, while marginal, 
who had the process car/'ied out at is still an ominous ign. 
the University of British Columbia. The Rank of Canada rate, used by . March 
'commercial banks to set  ihei'r 
lending rates, dropped slightly this 
week to 11.63 per cent from 11.72 per 
cent, but it is still at an 18-month 
high and economists fearit  will go 
higher. 
RATES RAISED 
The major chartered banks in- 
creased their prime lending rate to 
12 per cent from 1|.5 per cent earlier 
this month, following the lead of 
major commercial banks in the 
United States, which went to 12.5 per 
cent. 
The annual unemployment rate 
remained at 11.4 par cent in April for 
the  second consecutive month. 
Almost 1.5 million Canadians are 
officially jobless. 
And the dollar, which closed at 
77~21 cents U.S. on foreign exchange 
markets Thursday, has been trading 
in recent weeks near its record low 
of 76.8 cents U.S. set in June 1982. 
Statistics Canada said th4 in- 
flation increase also reflected a 
return to more normal gasoline 
prices last month, compared with 
April 1983 when gasoline price wars 
were being waged. 
On a monthly basis, it said lower 
U.S. vegetable prices were partially 
offset by an increase in the price of 
fresh fruit, particularly bananas and 
grapefruit, and higher prices for 
cooked meat products and 
restaurant meals. 
Among non-feud items, prices also 
increased 0.2 per cent between 
and April. Clothing 
decreased, because of seasonal 
specials, but shelter charges in most 
major cities across Canada, expect 
those in Alberta, increased. 
High electricity charges were 
reported in New Brunswick, 
Manitoba and British Columbia, 
Statistics Canada's consumer 
price index is based on a monthly 
• survey of price changes in a fixed 
shopping list of hundreds of con- 
sumer items ranging from meat and 
cigarettes to home heating and 
travel. 
The index is based on 100 paints ' 
being equal to the average price for 
these items in 1981. In April, the 
index was 121.5, up from 121.2 in 
March and 115.8 in April 1983. 
This means that the same goods. 
and services which cost $100 in 1981 
would have cost $121.50 last month, 
$121.20 in March and $115.80 in APril 
of last year. 
"Higher dental care charges" were 
reported across the country, while 
• hotel-motel rates increased in many 
centrcs due to the introduction of 
new seasonal rates," the report said. 
i i I 
No paper 
Monday 
There will be no paper Monday, 
May 21 because of the Victoria 
Day weekend. The paper will 
resume publishing Tuesday. 
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MPS try 
to clear 
the slate 
OTTAWA (CP) -- With only 25 
working days left before the Com- 
mons summer ecess, MPs appear 
to be making a concerted effort to 
pass ome of the 23 government bills 
lingering on the order paper. 
They have agreed to deal with four 
bills today in the hope of giving them 
approval in principle and possibly 
nudging them through indepth study 
by committee of the whole as well. 
Six other bills, including a con- 
troversial proposal to make Crown 
corporations more accountable, will 
be given priority next week, 
Government House Leader Yvon 
Pinard told the Commons on 
Thursday. 
Proposed amendments to the- 
Western Grain Stabilization Act, 
which would bring hard-pressed 
Prairie farmers one step closer to 
the long-promised $300-million 
payout from the stablization fund, is 
scheduled to be discussed next 
Friday. 
Other bills slated for immediate 
attention are "administratively 
important but not big policy items," 
an official in Pinard's office said. 
The parties have yet to reach 
agreement on how they will deal 
with some of the larger, more 
controversial bills before the 
Commons adjourns June 29 for the 
two-month summer break. 
BILLS MAY DIE 
Major initiatives still on the order 
paper include proposed amend- 
.Gulf states vow 
to act against" 
Iranian attaCkSi ; :i: 
MANAMA,  Bahrain " '"' " -  ' • -':: ": ""~ " ")i!/::~:"'. 
Foreign ' nilnlste .rs ~ Of six !a" '  ~gg !ran 
Gulf states dezzounced. 'zranmn SEEKING FRONT" i " : .  .~:::.?., 
aggression"i and decided to seek The ministem:,'said they ~;~uld " 
help from the Arab League add the 
UN Security Council to protect oil 
tankers from hazards of the Iran- 
Iraq war. . . 
The United states and 'Japan 
expressed concern Thursday about 
attacks on tankers by warplanes of 
beth Iraq and Iron, and Iran 
renewed threats to blockall gulf oil 
exports if the sea lanes in the gulf 
become unsafe for shipments of its 
own oil, 
iraqi warplanes fired on two large 
ships today setting them ablaze 
sooth of Iran's Kharg island oil 
terminal close to the Irania eoa!;t. 
An Irsaqi military spokesman'said 
in Baghdad two " la rge  naval 
targets" were'hit  "directly and 
effectively" and all attacking air- 
craft returned safely to base. 
iraqi warplanes also attacked 
Saudi suportankers April 25 and 
May 7. Two Kuwaiti.tankers were 
attacked Sunday and Monday 
outside Iranian teri'itorial waters, 
and a Saudi tanker was attacked in 
its own territorial waters Wed- 
nesday. The gulf ministers blamed 
the attacks on Iran. 
The foreign ministers of the Gulf 
Co-operation. Council countries --  
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United 
Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar, and 
Oman -- met Thursday in Riyadh, 
the Saudi capital, and agreed to act 
collectively against 'what the 
ministers described as Iranian 
take their case to an Arab League 
meeting Saturday in Tunis in the 
hope of mustering an united Arab 
front./ against. Iran; ,They:!i also 
decided to refer the prdble~m0f'the ~ 
attacks to the Security Council. 
Iran's official Islamic Republic 
news agency accused Iraq of "ad- 
venturism, which led to an ever- 
expanding U.S. military-presence" 
in the gulf region. Iran and Iraq 
have been at war for 3t/z years. 
• U.S. Defence Secretary Caspar 
Weinberger said in Brussels he has 
no plans* to raise the alert status of 
U.S. troops in" the gulf because of the 
attacks. He told reporters attacks on 
unarmed ships carrying vital 
supplies should be viewed With great 
concern. 
In Cairo, Egyptian Foreign 
Minister Kamal Hassan Aly 
cautioned the " attacks could 
precipitate intervention by big 
powers to protect oil traffic. About 
20 per cent of the" non-Communist 
world's oil is shipped through the 
gulf's Strait of Hormuz. 
A Reagan administration official 
said Thursday in Washington the 
United States has discussed with 
Saudi Arabia and other Arab gulf 
powers the possibility of providing 
air cover for oil tankers.. But he said 
he doubted the countries would 
accept the air cover because they 
fear that U.S. support might provoke 
further attacks. 
NATO impatient 
with Dutch delay 
deploying missiles 
BRUSSELS (AP) '  - -  NATO fective meet ing,"  he told repot~ttrs 
defence ministers announced an after the two-day meeting of 14 
agreement Thursday to tap new western defence ministers, among 
technologies to enhance con- them Canada's Jean-Jacques Blais. 
ventional arms for the 1990s and Officials said the move to' in- 
identified Ii arms systems for corporate new and emerging 
immediate consideration, technologies in arms production will 
But the agreement was over- make conventional weapons more 
ments to the Divorce Act, the shadowed by Canadian and Western .accurate, reducing the alliance's 
Criminal Code and the Canada European criticism of Dutch in- dependence on nuclear arms. 
l~ l~ i~"~l~deY" lT ' " : t~  ' ~i~t'"p~ih"~ ...... d.ec!sion'-on-'new ' n~ l~r l -~ '~ i~ i l~   ...... ~The'"l~l~fs~r~".~g~'ed'7~Tg~[~ 
"minister, selected at the Liberals' nepioyments. . developme~coullt;!~eincorporateU 
mid'June'e0nventi0n, deCldest0~call . . . . . . .  ~J:~':~i)efe~e S ct'" ::~ ~ ~''~ ...... in II arm ded~ste~.~'Tl~ese-lnciud~ etary uaspar ,, a summer election, the legislation Welsher-or who first r ~ . .  laser-guided munitions, frienc~-or- 
will die. . g , p oposee me 
, Sterling News Service Feature. .  
wlth WALTER BLOCK 
DOLLARS 
SE,,SE 
, '  .,: 
Blood shor:tage . . . .  
This may not bothermustpeeplereading this 
article bi~t here is a' recurring bloed"shOrtage in • 
western Canada. Of course the vampires in the com- 
munity are apt to be upsc.t, and the Trunsylvanluns 
can't be too happy eitber.Butior most people, as I 
say, this is no big deal. 
WeB, If that's your reaction, you are sadly 
mIstaken. I fear you are seriously underestimating 
the importance of thIsproblem. The Red Cross 
.blood transfusion service thinks enough of this 
Crisis to schedule mergency.blo0d donor clinics. 
According to Dr. Terry Stout, medical director of 
the Red Cross, these clinics are needed to deal with 
the wont shortage of type O:positlve blood in 25 
years. Responsible for this problem, in the view of 
Rick O'Brien, another Red Cross spokesman, is a 
combination of too few type.O donors at blood 
clinics, and heavy orde~ ffom hospitals. 
What is going on here? Has the marketplace 
A mouse 
the White 
By Bruce Levett 
The Canadian Press 
Forget the rat-race - -  the great 
international mouse-race is oh!. 
It all began with a recent report 
from Washington that mice have 
been living in the White House. The 
infestation has been traced to the 
Eisenhower administration more 
than 25 years ago. 
Traces, it is said, still remain. At 
one point, during the Carter years, 
there were 296 mousetraps in the 
mansion. At the height of the ex- 
termination campaign, the body 
count hit 38 in one month. 
Well, You can see what's going to 
happen now that the word is out, 
can't you? Everybody is' going to 
claim that -- just like the president 
of the United States - -  they, too, 
have mice. 
Let's chock up with one or two 
phone calls to a few world capitals: 
"Hello, Ottawa? You have heard 
about he mice in the White House? 
We were wondering whether there 
ar~ any traces~at 24Susse~Drive. A 
few, you say? And 'all of ithem 
bilingual? Thank you very much and 
-- uh - -  merci." 
failed? According to basic economic theory, if there 
is a shortage of something, then the price ought .o 
rise, as unsatisfied demanders bid more and more, 
In ~in attempt to gain some of the liguited amoun! for 
themseh,~s :And, at  the higher price,~m0re fa~/~is 
s~zpposed ~ be taken' topreserve  the'stockdoh h~hd , 
and suppliers are presumably encouraged topro- 
vide more of the good in qu'bstlon. Add if t.here 
STILL is not enough supplied, then price lti suppes. • 
ed to rise to such heights o that enoughof the Item 
WILL be~upplled. - • 
So why isn't this process working? How can we 
have a serious blood shortage, wi.th:the much. 
vaulted price system working In our ~:half? ' 
The answer, of course, is that we hay.e outlawed. 
the market system for things':like blood transfu. 
signs. It has been thought;that matters uch a~ ~his 
are far too important to leave'to' the mar]~etplii~e;'. 
That no one should profit on the misery of others. 
That it is somehow dirty, or even obscene, to charge 
those who need blood, and to pay a market price to 
people who voluntarily donate their Ufo's fluids 
And, as a result, we have been burdened by shor. 
gages of this vital item. 
But what Is so wrong with 'the price system? 
Don't we rely Upon it to provide us .with food? Do not 
farmers profit because of the misery of those who 
are hungry? If not the market syntem relied upon to 
produce shelter? What is so obscene about a process. 
of voluntary trade, even ~ blood, of all th ings? ,  
Nor should we be deterred by the c4bJection that 
were blood transfusions tobe organized on a com- 
mercial basis, that suppliers with hepatitis or other 
such ailments would spread their Hines and destroy 
the system, The same exact procedures which 
guard against such eventialitles now, would still be 
employed were transfusions put on a rational 
economic footing. 
in the house ... 
House, that is 
Hmmmmm; Well, let's take a shot 
at Moscow. 
"You were expecting our call and 
you have•the answers/'eady? Good, 
Now let me get this down -- 'more in 
the Kremlin than in the White 
House?' I see. 'And not only that, but 
bigger ones?' You call them 
'people's mice?' Thank you, 
tovarich." 
Let's see, now --  what's the area 
code for London? 
"Good morning, Bucklngham 
Palace. It's about he mice .... You 
say you have a long tradition of mice 
over there? 
RECALLS A RiIYME 
Yes, I recall the old nursery 
rhyme "about Pussycat-Pussycat. 
She was the one that frightened the 
little mouse under Her Majesty's 
chair. Yes, that certainly would 
seem to support your contention." 
Well, what the hock -- we've gone 
this far. 
"Are you there, Paris? Good. 
What can you tell me about mice in  
high 'placeS:~.Yout'have: a!'strain ~,of 
mouse .with. a podigree reaching 
b~ack to the Louis Quatorze ad- 
ministration? 
My, that IS impressive' To what 
do you attribute this astonishing 
development? Of course. How stupid 
of me. The cheese. Yes, you do, 
indeed, produce a superior brand o 
cheese. Well, bonjour .... " 
Brrrrring ! 
"Tokyo? Where do YOU standon 
the question of mice? You haven't 
any? But you will have -- just as 
soon as your new robot mouse gges 
into production? Thank you, Tokyo, 
and sayonara." 
Time for just one more call, here. 
"Gutten morgen, Bonn. 
Wears doing a survey as a'foilow- 
up to the report of mice in the White 
• House. Indeed it IS a tribute to the 
American way of life that mice may 
aspire to such heights. • 
I see. In recognition ofthe mouse's 
new-found recognition you plan to 
make it the official mascot of this 
year's.  Oktoberfest? You • are 
featuring moussieren? .You may 
expect me. Auf wiedersehen." 
And there you have it . . . . .  proof 
,positive,that  mouse in the house 
~¢an.be amark.of'distinction. '.:'.~: 
I, myself, have a' few extra I sm 
sure I could let you have.... " 
Bills expected to come before the 
Commons today propose the 
following: 
--Tougher penalties for foreign 
fishing ships and fishermen who 
enter Canadian waters without 
authorization in violation of the 
Coastal Fisheries Protection Act. 
- -  An increase in the maximum 
advance payment to grain 
producers for threshed grain, damp 
or tough grain and unthreshed grain 
in accordance with The Prairie 
Grain Advance Payments Act. 
- -  Amendments o the Radiation 
Emitting Devices Act to regulate the 
method of labelling, packaging and 
advertising radiation-admitting 
devices and clarifying the powers of 
inspectors. 
- -  An increase in the amount of 
money the Freshwater Fish 
Marketing Corporation may borrow 
from the Finance Department and 
from commercial banks. 
IIAVE DEAL 
Next week, the House will con- 
sider five bills that the Con- 
servatives have agreed to pass 
quickly in return for consideration f 
the Western Grain Stabilization Act 
amendments at the end of the week, 
Tory House Leader Ray Hnatyshyn 
said. 
agreement last year, called the  
decision "a very good way to make 
use of the advantage the West has 
always had in this area." 
The ministers also set national 
forc~ goals for the next.five years 
and tentatively agreed to "sub- 
stantially" boost spending on sup- 
port facilities in Europe to be used 
by U.S. reinforcement troops in time 
of war, Weinberger said. 
"We had a "very useful, very el- 
foe" electronic detection systems. 
and highly advanced ~ : com- 
' munications jamminggear. • 
In  a final communique, the 
ministers "reaffirmed theneed for a 
balanced and enhanced framework 
of transatlantic co-operation." This 
was a clear attempt to placate 
NATO's European allies who fear 
U.S. defence industries may be the 
largest beneficiaries of the drive 
towards technologically advanced 
weaponry. 
Dangerous posturing 
LONDON (Reuter) --  U.S.-Soviet 
relations are in their worst state 
since the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, 
with little" prospect of an early 
easing of tension, a top international 
research institute says. 
In its annual review of major 
world strategic developments, the 
London-based International 
Institute for Strategic Studies aid: 
W/hen tensions between them 
(the superpowers) are high and 
regional conflicts in which they have 
opposing interests abound, the risks 
that dangerous posturing and 
miscalculation might draw them 
into direct conflict increase 
significantly." 
Front-runner 
Some improvement in U.S.-Soviet 
relations must occur in the coming 
year if this risk is to be reduced, said 
the authors of the institute's 
Strategic Survey 1983-1984. 
They said relations Were frozen 
into their worst state since the 
Cuban missile crisis 22 years ago, 
and the current situation threatens 
to become "a deep, enduring, 
systematic trough out of which 
leaders will have great difficulty in 
climbing in .the coming years." 
The Cuban missile showdown 
between the superpowers was 
shortlived, ending when the Soviets 
cancelled plans to put missiles in 
Cuba. 
Bank news, good and bad 
There were signs of 'temporary 
relief Thursday as the Bank of 
Canada lowered its trend-setting 
lending rate', but it wasn't long 
before the good news was matched 
with bad news of more. mortgage 
rate increases. 
The bank rate di'opped to 11.63 per 
cent from 11.72 per cent last week 
but• despite the easing of upward 
pressure on other borrowing costs, 
money traders and economists were 
hesitant to predict where future 
rates might go. 
The dip in the key rate should 
prompt major lending institutions to 
keep current rates for business and 
consumer loans on hold but even 
before it happened some economists 
were predicting mortgagerates 
likely wouldn't keep still. 
Toronto Dominion Bank jumped 
ahead of the other major chartered 
banks later in the day, announcing 
immediate increases in all it mor- 
tgage rates that make them the 
highest among major financial 
institutions. 
TD said rates for one through four- 
year mortgages will increase by half 
a percentage point while the five- 
year i'ate goes up a quarter. 
That brings the new one-year rate 
to 12.75 per cent, while two-year 
jumps to 13.5 per cent, three-year 
14.25 percent and both four and five- 
year 14.5 per cent. 
PRIME HOLDS STEADY 
The prime rate banks charge their 
best corporate customers appears 
safe at 12 per cent for now, despite' 
the fact the U.S. prime stands one- 
half point higher at 12.5 per cent. 
Weak demand for loans in Canada, 
where econon~ic growth has not 
come close to matching the pace in 
the United States, i s repeatedly cited 
as a key reason the domestic rate 
has stayed lower-than the U.S. 
prime. 
"The Bank of, Canada is just,, 
hoiding tight'," said Alex Thomson, 
senior economist with the Royal 
• Bank of Canada. 
It wants to avoid pushing up in- 
terest rates too much, but still 
provide enough protection to keep 
the weakened Canadian dollar from 
sliding dramatically, he said. 
Meanwhile, although the dollar 
showed signs of strengthening this 
week beside its American coun- 
terpar t ,  it lost t7-100 of a cent 
Thursday to close at 77.21 cents U.S. 
Barry Davenport, national 
manager of foreign exchange at the 
Bank of Montreal, said the currency 
came under pressure from a strong 
U.S. dollar, which gained ground 
against all major currencies. 
The decrease in the bank rate 
,certainly didn't inspire the pur- 
chase of Canadian dollars," he 
added. 
In another development, the 
Soviet deputy trade minister told the 
Export Club of Toronto that Canada 
should knock down trade walls 
against Russian merchandise if it 
wants to see its own exports to the 
Soviet Union expand. 
V.N. Sushkov, head of a trade 
delegation visiting Canada, said 
Russian-made goods come up 
against trade barriersthat range 
from unfair anti-dumping actions to 
,high duty charges. 
STRATFORD, Ont. (CP) - -  
John Turner had just travelled 
two hSurs by bus to what aides 
call "the boonies" to extol the 
virtues of the Stratford Festival, 
the family farm, free enterprise 
and the Canadian way. Then he 
was hit with it again. 
What, a reporter asked, is his 
target for reducing the $30-billion 
annual federal deficit? 
Turner's remarks the week 
before had implied he was 
planning to save a lot more than 
just the $15 billion he cited. 
But Turner, still smarting from 
the day he told reporters he 
approved Quebec's French-only 
language law "in principle," 
wasn't having any of it. 
**It would depend on how the 
economy rebounded and I really 
can't give you a prediction on 
that," he replied, smiling and 
turned on his heel to concentrate 
on more important matters: 
courting delegates tothe June 13- 
16 Liberal eadership convention. 
That's the way it is on the 
Turner campaign these days. 
TEXT8 PREPARED 
As he beats the bushes in "the 
boonies" -- where aides admit 
his support is weakest -- he is 
treading cautiously 
!i 4 
I i 
John Turner 
sticking to prepared texts and 
previously articulated positions 
virtually without exception. 
Shooting from the lip is out, 
especially since everyone on his 
team from the candidate down, 
believes the news media have 
given him unusually intense 
scrutiny and perhaps made the 
campaign more of a race than it 
would have been otherwise. 
indeed, Turner insiders believe 
only another major stumble such 
as the remark on the Quebec 
• language bill can pose a 
significant hreat to the long- 
predicted victory. 
Surveys uggest Turner has the 
support of about 50 per cent of 
committed delegates - -  ap- 
parently a safe lead over chief 
rival Jean Chretien and the five 
other candidates. 
But the same surveys indicate 
up to one-third of the expected 
3,500 delegates are uncommitted. 
And that group is the key target 
of final campaigning by all 
candidates. 
Turner's front-runner status 
and media attention have the 
other leadership hopefuls 
• grumbling. But coalitions that 
have occasionally emerged 
among some of those candidates 
to elect non-Turner delegates are . 
not expected to translate into any 
serious challenge on the con- 
vention floor. 
"It seems to me (it has oc- 
curred inl fairly target areas, 
. fairly isolated," Turner's 
• .campaign director, Heather 
down Main Streets 
Peterson, says in dismissing that 
threat. 
Turner's campaign was 
hampered initially by 
organizational troubles, which 
Peterson attributes to the fact no 
campaign team 'was in pla~e 
when Prime Minister Trudeau 
announced his retirement Feb. 
29. 
• But. those troubles eem over. 
Bill Lee, a veteran of Paul 
Hellyer's 1968 losdership bid, 
ndw handles the day-to-dey work 
while Peterson has reverted to a 
• "chairman Of the board" role. 
Turner also will likely be 
helped by polls suggesting both 
an  astounding resurgence in 
Liberal popularity and that 
Canadians generally prefer him 
to Energy Minister Chretien, the 
only other major leadership 
contender, in a contest against 
Conservative Leader Brian 
Mulroney. 
Meanwhile, Tumor's policy 
platform - -  aimed as much at an 
election some feel may come as 
early as August as it is at June's 
leadership vote - -  continues to 
unfold in  carefully timed 
speeches short on specifics but, 
.as one wag quipped, "very 
specific on the generalities." 
On women: Turner promises 
equal pay for work of equal yalue 
"must become the rule, not the 
exception" and says he will insist 
on application of the principle in 
all Crown corporations and 
federal agencies. He says he'll 
use federal contracts to push the 
private sector to do the same. As 
well, women "must hold senior 
positions in each government 
department," although not on the 
basis of quotas. 
On the West: Turner vows to 
produce "a new consensus in 
direct , intervention in the  
economy through Crown cor- 
porations to determine which 
should be kept and which sold. 
Heading into the final weeks of 
the leadership campaign, Turner 
is trying to get the message to 
that large block of uncommitted 
delegates. At the same time, he's 
striving to persuade them to 
ignore the Bay Street image 
others have hung on him. He 
strqssos he has walked most 
Main Streets in the country, 
His strategy is and ha/; been to 
Confederation," res i s t  talk to the media only briefly and 
provincial jurisdictions 'ahd in!/I~ 
crease the region's ro le  iri only in controlled situations. 
national affairs. In particular, Reporters !iha~,en't been 
Turner opposes the federal granted'an in~di~pth interview 
government's emphasis on off- .with Turner since the Manitoba 
shore oil exploration at the ex- language controversy exploded 
pense of drilling in the West. around him .in late March,, 
On the economy: Businessmen 
,and businesswomen should be 
"admired, respected and on- 
cot,raged,,, 'the tax system for 
small business hould ~.  sim- 
plified, and cumbersome 
regulations should be eased. 
Turner has also called for an 
"urgent review" of Ottawa's 
Neither have they been allowed 
Into the meetings in basements 
and recreation rooms across the 
country where campaign director 
, Peterson says the candidate is at 
his best. 
"I suppose i t  would be very 
good televlsioni but I wonder if it 
wouldn't have an inhibiting effect 
on the delegates," she says, 
I 
Ray Tremblay,  of the  Terrace f ire department, has gone into preparing the vehicle and'the department 
demonStrates omeof theequ ipment  that wi l l  be used in Is pleased w!th the support they've goffen f rom the 
conjunction wi th  the new emergency response vehicle communi ty ,  and  f rom the Ter race  vo lunteer  
the department  has purchased. Three months of work f l ref ighfers.  ' 
New-emergency vehicle for ref.'ghtersfi' 
by RALPH RESCHKE 
Herald Staff Writer 
TERRACE.-- After three 
months of volunteer labour 
and a'number of donations 
from the business com- 
munity both in materials 
and manpower, Terrace 
finally has a full-scale 
emergency  response 
vehicle. 
Terrace Fire Chief .Cliff 
Best says the new vehicle 
will be used on a daily 
basis and not allowed to sit 
idle until an emergency 
such as a train accident or terior and the exterior ever 
auto accident, since. The cost of the truck 
"It will be used as was $41,000, with the fire 
transportation for taking dept. paying $20,000, the 
care of the community 
services the fire 'depart- 
ment performs," :says 
Best. 
The vehicle was pur- 
chased in 1981 by Skoglund 
Logging Co., but has not 
been used since. The 
TerraceFire. Department 
bought the unit in 
February and has been 
working on both the in. 
district paying $16,000 and 
the Terrace Volunteer Fire 
Dept. paying the 
remaining $5,000. 
This unit will replace a 
1974 GMC Suburban. Old 
age and rust had set in, so 
the unit had to be replaced. 
The unit is pointed fire 
engine red; with the name 
Terrace Fire Dept. in gold 
letters on both sides and 
rear of the vehicle. 
The body is fully in- 
sulated and i t  is equipped 
with an electrical 
generator,  a winch, 
flashing lights,, radio, 
siren, and more, 
The unit als0 has four 
large halogen floodlights o 
light up the area at the 
scene of an emergency. It 
also carries several, par- 
table lights'to light up any 
areas that can't be reached 
by the vehicle. 
Hope for consensus dashed, 
Albertans quit assernbley 
EDMONTON (CP) --  Afb'erta Canada, have the most to lose if the delegates who voted for an end to the 
Indians quit the Assembly of First law is changed. Oil-rich Alberta discriminatory sectionar~e d pending 
Nations on Thursday, killing any bands had accumulated $326 million on a fair settlement. He called it a 
hope for an Indian consensus on .the as of March 1983 of the $366 million difficult but necessary first step 
The interior is equipped 
with shelving that carries 
a vast array of equipment 
such as the "jaws of life", 
ratter inflation bags, K-12 
power saw, breathing 
equipment, wet vacuum 
cleaner, compressed air 
and oxygen tanks, pumps, 
fire hoses andnozzles, 
stretchers and first aid 
equipment, fire ex- 
tinguishers, jacks and 
shovels, and a smoke 
ejector. 
As well, the vehicle is 
roomy enough so that 
additional equipment can 
be carried. 
The Terrace Fire 
Department would like to 
thank the businesses and 
organizations that assisted 
them in obtaining the 
vehicle. 
Concludes Chief Best, 
,We feel that Terrce is 
ver~ fortunate to have this 
unit add we're sure it will 
prove to be a great asset o 
: ' .The Herald, Friday, May 18, 1984, Page 3 ' 
Buses only given 
random un sp e c n ' 
• "is more any doubt m your mind you 
would be in a better position to objectively 
judge safety standards if you" had the 
facilities of the testing station ?" Macaulay 
a~ked. 
"Certainly parts of it," Chaplin agreed. 
"Parts such as brakes and whee l  
alignment?" Macaulay said. 
"Yes," said Chaplin. 
Chaplin testified only school buses or 
buses with school bus permits were given 
inspection decals. Other buses were not. 
To Macaulay that posed a problem for 
the public in identifying a bus that had 
passe.d an inspection. What should the 
public do? he asked. 
"I'm not in a position to offer an 
opinion," the 20-year veteran inspector 
answered. "I would have to refer to my 
superiors." 
I 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The public now has 
to rely almost otally on the goodwill of 
motor c: Ticks to ensure buses are 
maintain~ an ! inspected, a senior official 
ofthepro' act J motor vehicle branch told 
a coro,'c i~ luest Thursday. . 
Phil Toogoo i, director of standards and 
compliance, ::aid only black-and-yellow 
school buses ~;ere inspected by his staff 
since vehicle testing stations closed lasl 
summer. 
All other buses, even those with special 
school bus permits, were inspected on a 
random basis and in the carrier's yard, h,: 
said. 
Toogood was testifying in the 12th day of 
the inquest into the deaths of AdamKerr. 
17, and Scott Branson, 16, who died after a 
45-seat Conmac Stages Ltd. bus, carrying 
64 students and teachers from nearby 
Claremont school, lost its brakes and 
crashed on Mount Washington Jan. 30. 
Toogood said there was no set schedule 
for inspection of buses, other than for 
school buses which by statute must be 
• inspected every six months. 
Inspections were by and large a 
"minimum standards examination,', he 
said, duplicating remarks made by Don 
Chaplin, chief vehicle inspector in the 
Victoria area. 
Chaplin, testifying earlier in the day, 
refused to be drawn into any controversy 
surrounding the closure of the testing 
stations last July 7 by the Social Credit 
government as part of its restraint 
program. 
Questioned by lawyer Malcolm 
Macaulay, representing the families of the 
two dead students, Chaplin agreed that 
more .sophisticated !esting Was possible. 
Police News 
Lower Mainland 
bus service down 
Vancouver -  Commu£ers in Van- 
couver, Victoria and other parts of the 
Lower Mainl'and had to find other 
means of trunsportation to get to work 
this morning. Members of the 
!ndependant Canadian Transit Union 
continued their rotating strikes which 
shut down bus service in these aFeas 
forcing thousands ofcommuters totake 
their cars or hitchhike to work. 
Meanwhile, talks between the union 
md Metro Transit continue under ah 
news blackout. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
Heritage and Museums 
Advisory Committee 
controversial issue of sexist bias in 
the, Indian Act.,, . . . . . . . . . . .  
,'We have to take a stand,";,Wilf 
McDougall, pre-~ident of the Indian 
Association of Alberta, said as be'led 
his delegation out of the meeting. 
"We haven't got any guarantees 
from the federal government." 
The Assembly of First Nations, the 
political voice of  Canada's 300,000 
status Indians, later voted to accept a
strictly limited reinstatement of 
nauru women and children who lost 
Indian status through marriage to 
non-lndians. 
Under their plan, newcomers 
would be enumerated on a "general 
list" of Canada's status Indians. 
They would be eligible for some 
benefits but. probably would not be 
able tolive on a reserve without band 
approval. 
Newcomers would have to apply to 
their bands for undefined active 
membership. Indian men retain their 
status regardless ofwho they marry. 
David Ahenakew, grand chief of 
the assembly, said Indian leaders 
have gone as far as they can to 
compromise with Ottawa. He said 
they want full control of their own 
citizenship and expects a reform bill 
to be tabled in Parliament next week. 
"If it's in conflict with (our 
decision), if will be opposed," he 
said. 
DECLINES COMMENT 
Ahenakew declined comment on 
the significance of the Alberta 
Indians' walkout. Joe Miskokoman, 
president of the Union of Ontario 
Indians, said it was "unfortunate but 
inevitable." 
Federal Indian Affairs Minister 
John Munro said Thursday from 
Ottawa it was "too early to say" if 
the government can live with the 
conditions drafted by the chiefs. 
However, a government working 
paper on the new bill says the law 
should guarantee the right of rein- 
stated women and children to live on 
their reserves. 
Alberta Indians, the richest in 
The District 'of Terrace would appreciate • 
receiving an Indication from persons Interested 
In serving on the Terrace Heritage and Museums 
Advisory Commlffee. 
The Heritage and Museums Advisory Com- 
mlffee is a voluntary Council appointed agency, 
whose function Is to make recommendations to 
Councih on such matters respecting designation 
of heritage buildings, structures, and lands, and 
the demolition, preservation, alteration, or 
renovation of those buildings, structures and 
lands. 
All Interested persons are requested to contact 
Mr. Bob Hallsor, Clerk-Administrator, District 
of Terrace, either personally at the Municipal 
Office, or by Ptephonlng 635-6311. 
TERRACE-- At 9 a.m. 
Thursday, someone gained 
entry into the office at Bell 
Pole Lumber. The culprit 
gained entry into the office 
by forcing a window. 
Police rePort that a por- 
table radio and a 
calculator were stolen. 
Police are continuing their 
investigation. 
As well, a single level 
residence burned to the 
ground Thursday at 3:30 
p.m. on Crystal Read, in 
the area of Jackpine Flats. 
Thornhill Fire Dept..at- 
held in band trust accounts by the toward Indian self-government, our community." tended. 
Indian Affairs Department. ' But Wayne Christian, chief of a ' " ' " .' ......... 
~.Although..a•sudden influx bf t~eiri- Briti'~hti(~01uthbia baird', ~li§~/~f~'d ' 
stated band members would change ~hxs meeting was an exercise [n 
the financial Strtzcture, Alberth ~":"~' . . . . .  ' ' " "  " ""  .... ' "  utnli~y, ~'l~'~'~aid~ '~'h~ cin'~i~Shave 
Indian leaders say money isn't the just wasted two days on a decision 
only issue. . that has already been macle in  
Miskokoman said 182 chiefs or Ottawa." 
Munro will 'meet 
• I 
. !  
with Canadian chiefs 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Indian Affairs • i ' ;  ' " : "  
,John Munro 
legislation is also seen as un- 
dermining Indian aspirations to 
govern themselves and to determine 
for themselves who has the right to 
live on their reserves. 
The chiefs also want legislation 
allowing the federal government to 
expropriate provincial Crown land to 
expand reserves and protection of 
bands against lawsuits that may be 
launched by Indians refused rein- 
statement on reserves. 
Minister John Munro says he will 
meet in Edmonton today with chiefs 
from across Canada to discuss~ the 
divisive issue of equality for Indian 
women. 
Munro said Thursday it is 
"somewhat encouraging" that the 
chiefs, o f  the Assembly of First 
Nations have agreed, tinder certain 
conditions, to support a government 
promise to eliminate a section of the 
century-old Indian Act that  
discriminates against Indian women. 
It is 'too early to say" if the federal 
government could live with the 
conditions the chiefs have attached to 
their consent, Munro said outside the 
Commons. 
The legislation would eliminate a
section of the act that strips women 
and their children of their Indian 
status and the r ight  to live on 
reserves if they marry non-Indians. 
The act doesn't penaliZe men who 
marry non-Indians. In fact, it grants 
Indian status to non-naffve wives and 
the .children of such marriages. 
About 23,000 women and 40,000 
children would be eligible for rein- 
statement under the proposed 
legislation. 
Most natfve womeh's groups 
support he change but a large fac- 
tion of the assembly fears a flood of 
women returning to already poor and 
crowded reserves. The federal 
Water shortage may be a boon 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The global States, he said, and conceded there Streams, Brummett said, but any 
decision would ,;upend on financing 
• and other fae,'or~, 
Trouble in B.C. 
for Canadian Tire 
~ i '  SD'rin,a Special 
Polyester Cord Summer Tire 
As low as 
$41 
Passenger 
Fibreglass Belt Radials 
Summer Tire 
.50 
• ' 47 95 low as • 
$47.95 .... P155.80R x12 
$48.95 .... P155.80R x13 
$53.95 .... P165.80R x13 
$54.95 .... P185-80R x13 
$63,95 .... P185-75R x14 
$64.95 .... P195-75R x14 
$65.95 .... P205.75R x14 
$71.95 .... P215-75R x14 
$67.95 .... P205-75R x15 
$71.95 .... P215.75Rx15 
$75.95 .... P225.75R x15 
$81.95 .... P235.75R x15 
A78x13 41.50 
B78x13 42.50 
D78x14 47.50 
E78x14 50.50 
F78x14 53.50 
G78x14 55.50 
G78x15 55.50 
H78x15 59.50 
1.78x15 66.50 
Light Truck 
Conventional Winter 
Tread (Bias) 
700x15 (6 ply) TT 72.50 
,750x16 {e ply) TT 89.50 
800x16.5 (8 PlY) Tbls. 86.50 
875X16.5 (e ply) Tbls. 94.50 
950x16.5 (8 ply) Tbls. 110.50 
ALL PRICES INSTALLED 
TORONTO (CP) --  Sluggish ac -  
tivity in British Columbia and 
unexpectedly hefty losses from its 
U.S. subsidiary have dampened 
profit expectations this year for 
Canadian Tire Corp. Ltd., says 
president Dean Muncaster. 
Muncaster said following the an- 
nual meeting Thursday that even 
though the company's market share 
is rising, it will be difficult for the 
company to reach the share profit of 
95 cents expected by some analysts 
this year. 
Kalum Tire & Automotive Supply 
63S'490o 2   y.sm y 
14808 W. NICAIWAY 16 TERRACE 
shortage of water expected by the 
year 2000 will not affect British 
Columbia, says :. provincial 
Environment Minister ~ Tony 
Brummet. 
In fact, it may create an  op- 
portunity for ~kport, and his 
department has"  a l ready'  had 
inquiries from pronioters about this 
possibility, Brummet old a dinner 
session Thursday at the Canadian 
Water Resources Association con- 
ference. 
"Water supi~ly has never con- 
cerned us here because we have a 
superabundance,, he said. 
"By the year 2000 it will be a 
matter of critical concern around the 
globe; but there is not going to be a 
water shortage in B~C." t. 
Reports indicate the supply will be 
critical in Mexico and the United 
will be some pressure on Canada nd 
British Columbia. 
"But the' problems here won't be 
supply problems," he said, they will 
be problems of flood protection and 
allocation between competing user 
groups. 
Responsibility for freshwater fish, 
wildlife and waste management are 
all under the umbrella of the 
provincial Environment Ministry, he 
said, because "when these problems 
are handled in isolation, it is counter- 
productive." 
He  said that the expected shortage 
offers an opportunity oexport water 
which flows from coastal streams 
directly into the sea and cannot be 
diverted for irrigation or Other use. 
Promoters have contacted the 
Environment Ministry about ship- 
pi,g fresh water by tanker from such 
\ 
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Gretzky relieved .after Edl onton win 
EDMONTON (CP) .-- breakaway, believe now that we can "It hasn't been easy this Willy"Llndstrom scored and then Ednionton put the could dominate the Even more evmen~ than 
Wayne Gretzky finally Gretzky faked to his win the Stanley Cup. But year," said forward Hike his flrst 6f two goals to put game away. with three lslanders the way they did, the change in off(~nsive 
won. forehand, went to his they're not out of it by any..Bossy Who has been held the Oilers up 2-0 and straight. ,  second.period "Before. because it was forttmes was the defensive 
: After seven frustrating, backhand and flipped the' means." scoreless through the'first although Brent Suttertook goals by LiQdstrom, .Pat the Islanders we were play.'The Oilers:held New 
: scoreless games in Stanley puck over Smith's out- The Islanders have been four games. ,A  lot of the advantage, of a "~ brief Conaclier and C0ffey. trying to get the perfect York to just seven shots in 
Cup final play, Oretzky stretched pad for his first 1o tho wall several times time we've been able to dig Edmonton lapse to get the 'MESSIER ' : SURPRISED shot," he said of .the each period~ D~ing "a 
.°played showdown with goal in Cup final play. He during their_ four-year down and find that little Islanders on the "Messier, perhaps" the _._apgecha . . . . . .  in: offence "Now manpower' disadvantage. 
• Billy Smith, the best was held scoreless in New 'reign as Stanley Cup something extra. We've scoreboard, it was evident most domin~nt~Oiler with we're ~ettin~ lots "of .shot for more than four minutes 
money goaltender in the York's four-game sweep champions but Thursday played wRh . fire .many New York was in trouble: his scoring, akating and from ~e'outside and guys 'a t  the start of thelsecond 
• National Hockey League, last year and through the, they looked old, tired and times this year, we're Mark Messier made it 3- pliy~sical ' aggressiveness,, are going to ~e' net to get period they. didnt : gi~,e 
and won. first three games this year. beaten, doing it again." I beforethe veriod ended said he was surprised they the rebotmds, " 'New York :-a. shot ." 
"That's the most • "He made a good 
relieved I've ever felt," move," admitted a ..:. - -.~ 
SmithGretzky said after beat ing1:53 ,  of°nthe breakawaYfirst perodat dressingdiSapp°inted Smith in thesubdued room.ISlan ers"He's not Wiggins makes history at: Expo's ex[ J '~"~r lse  
'.:Thursday tokey Edmonton too shabby a hockey . • r" : " 
:!Oilers' 7-2 win over New player. He beat me,'.' By The Canadian Press Wiggins's fifth theft of second base. Ramos said. "But there's Mets ' Hilwa0kea errorSt0score 
!York Islanders, SPARKS OFFENCE Montreal Expos' were  the game, in the eighth Wiggins didn't blame the no sense in worr~'ing about In St. Louis, Pascual four. runs,in the seventh. 
: The win gave Edmonton Gretzky's goal fired up ' involved in d little baseball inning, led to the victory, beleaguered Ramos, what happened today." Perez threw a Seven-hitter Bobby Jones had an RBI 
:!a 3-1 advantage in the best- the Oilers who had romped history Thursday, but With Andy McGaffigan, 2- against whom the Padres GOSSAGE GETS 'WIN to win his third decision in 
~ 1 single for the Rangers, "of-seven final with the next to a 6-2 victory Tuesday would just as soon forget it. 2, on the mound, Wiggins, set a club record with Rich Gossage, 1-I, got three starts since retur- another un sc0redwhen 
"..game here Saturday. night, a win that finally San Diego's Alan who had walked, took off seven steals. " ' the • win. Craig Lefferts ning from hia suspension , Charlie Moore's ' throw 
"For the first time in my convinced them they could Wiggins tied a National for second and wound up at "Their pitchers didn't do worked the final inning to . following a drug conviction home betinced by  catcher 
career, when I had the beat the Islanders. League record by stealing third when catch(~r B0hby a good job of /holding earn his first save. as the i3raves downed the Jim Sundberg, and two 
-opportunity, I thought: 'I "We believe," said five bases as the Padres Ramos's throw wound up runners'on,, Wiggins aid. - "The Padres stole a total Cardinals. more came in when 
:better bear down. I can't defenceman Paul Coffey, broke a seven-game losing in centre field. Tony "Every throw he (Ramos) of seven bases in the game Rafael Ramirez drove in Sundberg threw wild to 
imiss,,,, Gretzky said of his who scored his eighth goal streak by defeating the Gwynn drove him in with made was right there, to "set "a club record.' three runswith a sacrifice first on an attempt at a 
thoughts during the - of the playoffs. "We really Expos . . . .  5-4. ' an  infie|d single ~. deep to exceptRamosOne."filled in for all- Mnntreal pitchers walked fly'and tw0-run triple, and 
I0 San Diego hitters. Glenn Hubbard smacked a double play. : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~he /w mmenJ  ~'- . . . . . . . .  i.." . 4,....., star catcher Gary Carter,. Tim Wallach's eighth tw°'runh°mer f°r Atlanta' T O  - -"  piO !  TERRACE REALTY.To.! who sustained'a minor home run of the season, a which salvaged the third 
finger injury Wednesday two-run shot;, had pulled game of the series after 
• nume , . ;e  . "I f  the pitchers hold the the eighth. In 'the American 
~ . ~ ~  --  3 V runnerson well, I'm going ElseWhere in National .League Lloyd Mose.by ' 
) 46 5 Lazo l lo  A o .  638-O371 to have a good chance," League action, Mario Solo belted a solo home run'and 
tossed a three-hitter as drilled atie-breakingtriple AMERICAN LEAOUd Nationwide Relocation Service ! ~ Cincinnati Reds cooled off in the eighth inning to lead Aa R H Fct. 
NHL" ' "  °" '  ,0, , , , o . ,  • Chicago Cubs, 5-3, and Toronto past Chicago and Eagle, Mln 70 12 26 .371 9 0 knocked the Cubs out of drop Cy Young Award Garbey, DeS 76 |4 2{I .368 Privacy and Solid value space 
i Charming I first place in the East winner Lamarr Hoyt's Trammlt, Dot 137 32 49 .350 rural at- 1500 sq. ft. famlly 
F r iend ly  Ne igh.  Great for children 
mosphere yet close to homewithdbedrooms, bourhood In the horseshoe area, i summaries Division. record to 3-5. GBe,,Davls, TOrsan U,yS "W ~. ""1..1 
!) i town. Extra large lot 2 baths, modern kit. Plus the spaciousness ' close to schools, this . Atlanta Br~,ves whipped Jim Rice raced home Upshaw, Tot 125 26 42.336 
chen with built-in andextrafeetureswll l  well.kePt haole has 3 | sagas, sos 119 1S 40,336 (100'x298') landscaped St. Louis Cardinals 7-2 in  with the tie•l~reaking run RIpken, Sol 144 31 48 .333 
with storage shed In appliances, very large sell this split-level bedrooms on the main ( First Period the only other National on Ernie Camacho's wild Lemon, Dot 133 ~22 44.331 I backyard. 3 large patio deck and 16'x20' home. Family room on floor plus full  1. Edmonton, Gretzky 10 (So- League game. In the pitch in the top of the t0th nuns botllKI I1'- Murray, Bol. 
• tlmoru, 33; Klngmsn, Oakland, ) bedrooms, attractive workshop All for main floor Iolus three basement with extra menko, Kurrl) I:S3 American League, it was: inning to give the Red SON ~2; Lemon, Detroit, 31; Davis, 
2. Edmonton, Llndstrom 4 .  Toronto Blue Jays 3 living room and $58,500. Call today for bedrooms up. Fully 10edroom, bathandrec (Anderson) =:~2 . their wild victory over Scuttle, 28; Moslby, Toronto, 
convenient kitchen, more Information.. fenced backyard with room. Ful ly fenced 3. NY Islanders, B. suffer 4 Chicago White Sox 2; Cleveland. =r. 
sundeck.  Ask ing  yard with fl'ult trees. (Gilbert, Morrow) 14:03 DeuMus' Bill, Toronto, 10; 
Asking $47,500. Skeena River . view $99,500. ~. Edmonton, Messlor 8 18:25 Boston Red. Sox 11 Frank Tanana scattered BounD, California, 10; DeCIn¢Ul, 
Repossessed K, rractlve 1288 sq. ft. 8 all for the asking price" FonlllloI--Nyltrom NYI 4:41, Cleveland Indians 10, and seven hits and evened his Collfornla, 10; Poclorek, Chi- 
cago, 9; Rlpken, anltlmore, 9; And looking for a new year old home of $71,500. LangevlnPOTVIN NYhNY.iLumleYmalorEdm 15:43,13:40' Texas ~,  Rangers 4 record  at 4-4 as Texas took Trammell, Detroit, 9; UPshaw, 
handyman owner, over look ing  the No stairs to clim~l 4 Morrow NYI, Kurri Edm, Milwaukee Brewers 1. advantage of two Toronto, 9.
Three bedroom full Skeena RIver on a All the living you can Gretzky Edm 17:31, Lowe Edm SaiD,  who was one out Triples: -R.Law, Chicago, 5; 
18:25, LInseman Edm molar away from a n0~iiitter in Mossby, Torol~o, 4; Owen, 
basement home, with large lot. Fireplace, 2 de in this 1,647 sq. ft. 4 Revenue house ta:st. • Sea.le, 4. 
hardwood floors and full baths, sundeck, bedroom well main. $4800 par year Income Second Period his last game, now has ~ Home runl: Klngmon, Oak. 
potentlalonl.5acres and affached double talnedhome. Largelot from thls2bedroomfull s. edmonton, ~.,ndstrom S allowedoniyfivehitsinhis p seo  IIbG----LQII: .and, , , ,  R,pk.n, O.It,moro, ,O; Davis, Sonttlo, 9; ArmH, BOa. 
(Meosler, Colfeyl 5:21 (Pp) last tW0 starts ,  both ton, 8; Up|how, Toronto, I. 
In town. Priced at garage are some of Its with garden area and basement home. In good 6. Edmonton, Conecher ! complete games. He Stolen basal: Butler, Clove. 
$57,500 MLS, Call for features. Asking fruit trees. Call today, condition asking only (Hughes) 6:58 ~ - . . . . . . . . .  
$83,500 MLS $57,000. Asking price. $37,000. 7. Edmonton, Coffoy 8 (Kurrl, struck outeight to be(:ome StGndin¢ 8 ,..d. ,,, o.ro,.. Taro.. ,,, more details Huddy) 10:S2 " Bernezard, Clewland, 14; Potls, 
8. NY Islanders, Floney 9 the seventh Cincinnati , ~ v= q~ Collfomla, 13 Mosuby, Toronto, 
; ~ :  :"!:':I ~ :' ~ ;  ' ~ '  ' ~  ~ ~  ! ' (GIllies, Pers.n) t9"44 pit(~her to go over  the 1,000 .~!~n It;  Henderoon, Oakland, I0. 
• ~.. '~:':::~!~ ~ Pitching (4 dtclllOnl): Stlub, 
) , Penanles--Nystrom NYI 3:47, mark and had trouble in Toronto, S-0, 1.000, t.15; WilCOX, ! ~*~:;:"~v ~ ~L D. Suffer NYt minor ond mo- . 
• . o~;" 'MdClefJi~n'd'~'Edm.' molar just:.,~, one. arming, :~,,  the ~'; LNAT[ONAL I~eAGUa :.. , Detrolt, 5-0,:'I;000, 3.09 L()pOS,- 
' ' . . . . .  b~; '0 S£ Toronto, 4-1, I ;~ ,  Z.I$; Stew. 
, i ~ * "~;~ t~:4r.-' ~' ~ ' " ' '  . '  seventh,~.,when,~,.(~hicago ' ,r J  ~,t  ~1 Detr¢lp, 4.0.1~0,..t,41; LOI~I¢ 
. . . . .  . . . .  , " " ; ' Third" Porlo4tr,h: *" ..:; ',", scored its three runs'"bit' • New"York ' "19 *t'4" .576.,J- ": erl;. Baltimore, 4-0,' t.000,3.38. ~ ' 
S: ' Philadelphia 19 16 .543 I land, 51; Snob, Toro~to~ 4S; 
' " PenultY '*- Huddy Edm 6:36. J0dy ..DavJs'$ two- run  Montreal 19 18 .$14 2 With California, 44; Morris, De.' 
Shots on tol l  by homer. St. Louis 18 ~ .474 3~ trolt, 42; Nlskro, Now York, 41; 
J ' 'Horst Oodllnski: Belty Hyde George Vogel Christel Godllnskl Susan Beaven Frank Skldmore ( NY Islanders 7 7 7--21 • Edmonton 16 10 12--38 OVERTAKEN BY  METS Pittsburgh : 12 20 .375 6V= Smlthson, MInnasoto, 41. . West .Division Savoa: QUlsenberry, Kansas 
i ~|-$397 : ~17 ~5-~11 ~S-53t7 638-G038. ~$.S691 ( , , ;  Goal --  Smith, NY Istunde~; The  Cubs' loss dreppod Los Angeles 22 18 .~ -- City, t0; Flagon, MIIwouk~, 7; 
~ ~=L. ,L  ~ ~ Moot, Edmonton. them percentage points Clnclnnotl 20 17.$41 Vz Davis, Minnesota, 7; Stanley, 
k i l l l l l  ~ A ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - ~  Aflondan¢o ~ 17,498. Atlnnta 19 17 .52S I Boston, 7; Lamp, TO~O, 6; behin._d the.i.die New York 
TRAILER-MOBILE NEW LISTING LIGHT INDUSTRIAL ANXIOUS TO SELL EXCELLENT NICER THAN NEW 
HOME PARK Well maintained home LOTS ON KALUM Owners have been LOCATION 5year old split level lust 
Consists of four lots on Walsh Avenue, 3 STREET transfered and have Five bedroom family Immaculate. Modern 
totalling 320 x200' plus bedrooms plus 4th In full Two lots lust south of reducedtheprlceonthls home close to schools, cabinets, k tchen with 
slx rental moblle basement. Large famlly Kelth Avenue, ful ly 1200 sq. ft. 4 bedroom .Two fu l l  baths, 2 dlnette, heatalator 
room wlth flreplace, servlced across from home on close to one fireplaces and a very fireplace, 2 ful l  baths, 
homes. In addition to nice yard with fruit Canadian Frelghtways. half acre lot. An at. prlvatebackyardwlth plus ensulte. Finished 
trailers there ere 4 trees. Asking $73,000. 1 lot 9Sx110 price tractive home at an patl0. 'and outdoor basement, beautiful 
other pads fully oc. MLS. Call Bob $70,000; 1 lot 60x113 ft. attr~ctlve price. For f i rep lace .  Asking grounds. Drive by 4906 
cupled at SO0 per Sheridan. price $50,000. Contact det~lls call DIck Evans. $87,500. Call Dick .LeBelle and call Bob 
month. Grossing Rusty or Bert L, iungh. ,Evans. Sheridan. $25,000 approximately ~ 
P-A. Call Danny EXCLUSIVE LISTING 38 ACRES AND SHOP CONVENIENTLY FARMER AT HEART? 
Sheridan for more Fine custom built home FOR $79,500.  LOCATED--NON Consider this 16 acre • • 
financial data of this with great features. Anxious to sell this BASEMENT operating farm right In GREA~I ' FAMILY  
revenue j0roperty. Large river rock Industrial and rural 3 bedrooms, 1050 sq. ft., town, Comfortable HOME 
f i replace,  bui l t - In  land In Thornhill, near natural gas heating, farmhouse and 40x50 3 bedrooms on main, 
GOOD ASSUMABLE vacuum system,  Rlfte Range Rood. Ideal •Spotlessly .•clean, nice barn and numerous nice fireplace in living 
MORTGAGE garage, fargo living truckers site. Phone yard. Asking $45,000. other outbui ld ings,  room, rQaln floor 
For the qualified pur- room plus den. N.G. All Rusty or Bert Give Gord Sheridan a Pasture Is fenced, recently carpeted. Full 
chaser. Take Immediate for only $92,000. Located Liungh. call. Established gardens basement, has 2 
possession of this 5 year on Bench. Call Danny and fruit trees. •Call Joy bedrooms, large family 
old 3 bedroom home Sheridan for an ap- VERY NICE DUPLEX 
with spacious rec room, polntment o view. Spac ious  rooms,  GARGAIN LOTS ON to view. MLS. room, ful l  bathroom 
woodstove, fireplace, modern kitchens, units BENCH ~ '  plus laundry and  
storage. Well fenced natural gasheating and ~ are nicely carpeted, Great building lots, FOR SALE-- CHEAP yard. Call Gordon 
separate entrances and oversized, sorvIced by 2 city lots. Each 50xi50.. Sheridan. Listed $69,S00. 
large landscaped fenced PRICED RIGHT dr iveways .  Gross underground utilities, Asking $15,000 for both. 
yard. Listed at only Cathedral entrance, 3 revenue $750.00 per pavedroad, andcloseto Contact DI¢:k Evans. 
$64,000. Call Joy bedrooms, updated month. 5004 Graham town In quiet area. 
flooring, weed stove In Avenue. Asking $72,000. Priced at $19,900. Call D A N D Y Q U I E T 
LOOKING FOR A' large rumpus room w;th Call Bob Sheridan. Rusty or Bert Llungh. RECIPE FOR A LOCATION 
BARGAIN?? storage closetsand bar ~ ~ HAPPY FAMILY On the bench, rural 
This home has been area, 4th bedroom and 3 3S ACRES OFF INDUSTRIAL Close to schools and a tmosphere ,  3 
forclosed on and Bank pce. bath In basement. LAUREL STREET BUILDING CNR. 'OF recreation faclllflesand bedrooms,  fu l l  
wants It seldl 75x206 Insulated and heated Raw land close to No.1 KEITH & KALUM within walking distance basement, rec room In 
gardener's lot, 1056 sq. 16x24 workshop, at- resldentlalerea, justoff Corner lot 66x116, two of downtown, this 3 j basement. Plus 1 
ft. 3bedroom homewlth tached carport and a paved road In Thor• storey concrete block bedroom, full basement j bedroom In-law suite if 
attached garage. Some paved parking areas nhlll,' water available building 25x40 used as a home Is situated on a desired. Washer.dryer, 
upgrading required, and many more fine from a private system, shop, with 4 offices and 100x122 ft. lot. Take stove and frldge In- 
Price $39,900. MLS Call 'features at S77,500. To Thornhlll Creek crosses washroom upstalra. Immediate occupancy, clucled. $76,000 open to  
Danny Sheridan for view phone Rusty or S.E corner, Contact PHce $12S,000. Phone Listed at $61,000. Call offers. Call Gord 
details. Bert Llungh. Rusty or Bert Liungh. Rusty or Bert Llungh. Joy. Sheridan. 
63S-6142 PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976 LTD.) 
BERT LJUNGH RUSTY LJUNGH DICK EVANS DANNY SHERI! 6,1S•STS4 ~-S l~ ~ ~SH7 JOY DOVE R ~$-70~ 
JOHN CURRIE BOB SHERIDAN 
/NlS•91N IklS-:IM4 
GORDIE SHERIDAN 
635•4781 
San Dlege 19 18 .514 I~  
Houston 15 gl .417 S 
San Francisco 14 2! .319 6 
• Tflursduy RIIwlI$ 
Cincinnati $ Chicago 3 
Atlanta 7 St. LOUIS 2 
San Ologe 5 /~ntreal 4 
TNIy ' I  GoaDS 
Houston at Chicago 
Atlanta ot Plttsburgll N 
Cincinnati ot St. Loule N 
New York at San Dlogo N 
Montreal ot LOS Angeles N 
PhlladelPhlo at Son Francisco 
N 
AMERICAN LEAQUa 
ant  Division 
W L Pct, Ol*L 
Detroit ,~ 5 .S53 -- 
Toronto 22 13 ,629 7~ 
Baltimore 20 17 .541 10~ 
Milwaukee 17 17 .SO0 12 
New York 16 19 .~ 13~ 
Boston 16 21 .432 t4V= 
Cleveland 13 19 .406 IS 
Wast Division 
Californla 20 '19 .513.-- 
Minnesota 19 19 .500 . .~ 
Chicago. 18 19 .486 t 
Oakland' 18 20 .474 I~ 
Seattle 18 20 .474 IVI 
Kansas City 13 20 .394 4 
• Texas 13 24 .351 6 
Thursdoy ~tN J t l  " 
Toronto 3 Chicago 2 
Texas 4 Milwaukee 1 
Cnudlll, Oakland, 6. 
NATIOHAL LaAGUE 
AE R H Pct. 
Prmncona, Mtl ItS 14 49 .392 
Gwynn, SO 137 2.1; 50 .365 
Bronly, SF . 87 12 30 .345 
Clark, SF 128 19 43 .336 
Parker, CIn 137 16 46 .336 
Ralnes, Mtl 141 29 47 .333 
Washington, Atl 12S 26 42 .328 
Strawberry, NY 123 20 40 .325 
Drlessan, CIn 7S 14 2S .321 
COnvlI, SF I~  19 40 .320 
Doubles: Curtere Montreal, 
I I ;  Frao~nn, MaMroah I I ;  
Davis, San Fronc~m, 10; SoN, 
LOS Angeles, 10. 
Trlplos: Snndborg, Clllcago, 
S; McGee, St..Louis, 4; Samuel, 
Phllodelphla, 4; Foley, Cincin- 
nati, 3; Oestor, Clnclnnun, 3; 
Wvnne, Pittsburgh, 3; 
Home runs: Schmldh Philo. 
dolphla, It; Murphy, Atlanta, 9; 
wonl¢h, Montrsah I; .  Morlholh 
LOS Angileo a; Washington, At. 
lanto, 8; Clark, San Francisco, 
8. 
Runs batted. In: Cu~,  Moo. 
|rOll, 88i Schmldt, Philo. 
delphlu, 31; Clark, Son Fren. 
clsco, 281 Davis, Chicago, 211. 
• Stolen bases: Wiggins, San 
DIIgo, 23; Samuel, Philo. 
dolphlo, 22; Redus,'Clnclnnotl, 
, 17. 
Pitching (4 declskms): Lynch, 
New York, 4.0, 1.000, 2.89; Soto, 
• Boston 11 Cleveland 10 (10 In. r Cincinnati, 6.1, ,857, 2.56; Hoe" 
nlngo) eycutt, Loe Angolns, S-I, .S33, 
T~ay's Games 1.~. 
Oakland at Detroit N Strikeouts: Rynn, Houston, 
Chicago at Toronto N 65; Soto, Cincinnati, 65; VoIce- 
California bt New York N "" lucia, Los Angeles, 58; ~ooden, 
Seattle at Baltlmoro N New York; 51. 
Texan at Kansas City N Saves: Gossoga, Son Diego, 
Boston at Mlnnesoto N 9; Suffer, Sh Louis, 9; Holland, 
Cleveland at Milwaukee N Philadelphia, 7. 
Congratulations to 
Pruden & Currie (1976)•Ltd. 
1983 Block Bros. National 
Real Estate Service 
Bestseller 
Carl Nielsen, President of Block Bros. Realty, 
and Jack Ganc.her, General Mana~r of the 
National Real Estate Service Franchise 
: Division, wish to congratulate the 
bestsellers atPrude. at Currle (i 976) Ltd. 
for achieving the distinction of being the top 
sellinB franchise office In Westerr~ Canada. 
i Tiie;e award W~ffnln~ bestsell~.~:ftbm 
Pruden i~ Currte have dem0nstrated ~h~lr care 
and service to Terrace area resldent~l'~ 1983. 
And they're ready to Offer that same 
bestselllng service again this Year. For all your 
real estate needs, call the bestsdlers 
" 'At Pruden st Currle. 
Pruden & Currle(1976) Ltd. 
4650 Lakelse 
Terrace,, B.C. VaG I R2 
(604) 63s-at42 
B LI . LK BROS. 
l ' l .  I ESTATE SERVICE 
Two.year-old Richard Olson is one of the 
~hery busy workers at the construction site of 
e new BMX race track at Riverside Park. 
Although Richard is no doubt a big help the 
club needs some additional help from parents 
!•The • Terrace Torke ;  
BMX dub has recently 
undertaken the job of 
rebdildi~ig their course at 
Riverside Park. The move 
came about in eenjunetion 
with plans for hosting the 
national BMX cham- 
plonohips in Terrace next 
summer. 
The construction of this 
year's track has fallen a 
little behind sch~lule. The 
reason for this, says club 
spokesman Roy Long, is 
that the club had expected 
a bit more assistance in the 
fo rm~ manpower. They 
had orLginal]y set last 
weekend as the date for the 
opening race but had to 
camel. This Sunday's 
races lock doubtful, too, 
unless some minor 
miracles occur around the 
traThC~e•job f constructing 
the world.class track has 
been no easy chore. 
Donation of supplies and 
equipment from Westpoint 
Rentals, Lgn. Scraby..k, 
Keith Gracai.Rem Fagan, 
AT'" ThompSen~ ~: 'Ray* 
Weismil le/ ; ,  Ter race  
in semifinal play. had to do without him." Ontario Hockey League the Rangers, their only 
• "They're allowed to  Shaw went o hospital for seassn, and in so doin~ loss in post.season. 
have their own opinion," 
said creighton of the 
crowd of 6,316. "You can't ~J~E YOUR CAR OR TRUCK 
shut them up, btit I sure ' 
would like to." PEBFORM WITH BFGOODRICH 
The six-foot-six, 210- 
pound centre, the tour- T/A®HIGH TECH ®BADIALS.  
of club members to get the new course namehrs scoring leader 
completed .  There  is a work  bee schedu led  . with four goals and six 
• assists, .sent• the pro- for tonight and tomorrow and,all help wou ld .  Kamlocps fans grumbling 
be appreciated. " " 
to the exits early in the m ~ ~ O H  
third period. 
BMX dub needs help .. "They get on you When you're losing," said the The new~odi~ T/A ® 
• . , ". - Buffalo Sabres' first-round 60H/rom BFGc~tzich 
. . . . . . . .  " " : m" ~ ,~:L:/I! • seh~ction in the National is designedwJth out.
than appreciate some'  : don't go ahead'as planimd,- Hockey League ntry draft afanding sports coupe 
-- -- ~ .  m m :the next scheduled ate:is last year. "It was good to per~ormonce m m/rid. 
If this'weekend'S races June:3rd. " ~' I" ~I ~ :" : "  : el ~ ~ ~* " ~ ~ :: : 1: '  get thelead, but by the• You'l/enjoyaupertru~on; 
; i ~:: ' handling, come#no and 
dist/nctive goodlooks. 
Tmn. ¢tions YBC bowling 
- *  club awards 
• . ~., . 
• ' The Herald, Friday, May 18, 1984, Page | * 
, ,  Memorial c U P  ; ,  
6T'LS !!!ia et '~:'In ' 1 ~  " + "  . . . .  rl h ack q'  " n " ' ~ n ~~*:~' " I n'' ' I ' "~ Ip' 
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) time I had scored they had x-rays but was released were awarded the position 
-- Ottawa 67s' insp ration : all left." with no bone damage, of partLcipeUng host of the ' 
Thursday night came from . Ottawa coach Br ian.  Kiirea also thought some Memorial Cup. - *, 
an unfriendly crowd and Kilrea said he thought•his, credit "should go to But the 67s defe~ted the : 
anNi:~ured teammate., i clhb got fired up afte~ goaltender Darren Pang Rangers 8-2 in the eight' " 
• m menuon anomer -  captain Brad Shaw was* who allowed the b'Ts to po int  OHL •final. Their 
crack at the rival Kit- injured. Shaw suffered a . finish the first period with eombinnd head-to-heed 
chener Rangera in the ' .  deep cut above the right a 2-0 lead. Pang, a first- record Stands at 4-4-2. 
Memorial Cup hockey final . eye when be was hit by a teamOHLall-star, hashad "They have the rink and 
Saturday. Mike Nottingham shot late an .up'and'down' tour- had the opportunity of 
Adam Creighton, who for in the first period, nament (he has a 3.91 sitting and watching us go 
.the second consecutive PLAYED FOR SHAW goals-against average)' at Kamlocps," said Kilrea 
night was taunted by the "I think the guys really wi th  the highs coming of the Rangers who earned 
Kitchener Memorial began playing when they against Kamlocps. a bye to the final by 
Auditorium crowd, scored saw Brad go off the ice," Meanwhile, the Rangers finishing first with a 3-0 
two goals and added three said Kilrea. "They knew lie in wait. round-robin record. 
assists as the 67s dumned what he has done for the Kitchener beat Ottawa The 67s finished 2-1 after 
KamloopsJunior Oilers 7-2~ club and what they then for first place in the falling 7-2 Wednesday to 
Builders and Skeess~. and 
Pohle sawmills bas'made 
the job pessible. In ad. 
dition, Long and assistants 
Phil OIson and Don Stark 
have put in some long days 
of labor to get the track 
ready. 
The national cham- 
pionships should be a 
really big thing, says Long. 
"We're hoping to have in 
the neighheurhond of 400 
racers coming into town 
for the event. That's why 
we deeLded to build the 
track, You can't,have a 
class event like that 
Without a class track. Our 
track is going to he good." 
Last year the BMX club 
had over 100 members. 
*With the new track, this 
'year's membership should 
be even higher. 
A work bee.is planned for 
this weekend~ The workers 
would like to make an 
apFeal for all parents of 
club members to come out 
and partLcipate. Long and 
Olson plan' to.•he there 
tonight "'~ ~( I  "~11 day 
Saturday'and would more 
American Losgve 
Baltimore •doten release pltchar 
Jim Palmer. "* 
"Seattle Mariners reactivate first The' 1983.84 Youth*bowling council awards were recently handed OUt to ~VOLI t ]UX1 jZ . .~O] IoS  
hasemen Ken Pholpe. membersof the Terrace youth bowloro club. The results were as follows: 
FEE we• . rMe and~nnance  
National League Girls' high average.. Karl Hauglend 
Atlanta Bravos reactivate third Boys' high averoge. Danle,l Bonvlllo QTe ~oo.~anf  to  youo  
baseman Bob Morner; option In- Glrls"fllgh single • Lisa Haugl@nd, Amber Evens we SUg '~.s t  yOU Con i fe r  
fielder BOys' high single • Tom,Rome 
Paul Runge to Richmond of the Girls' high double • Danloffe Burton the Advantage T/A ® 
International Leegue. 
FOOTBALL Boys' high double - Sfev:tn Owens J'O~Q]. [to~ers all.season 
Girls' most Improved • Amanda Evens CF n . 
Hamilton Tiger.Cats sign running Boys' most Improved • Tyler Evens convenience, cora]ortab]e 
back Mark  Bragagnolo and Family twosome champ • Erlne Francis J ' Ide o~d e.xcP~eJ'Jt J~ec lc je ,  
• Perfect attendance • Karl Hnugland Ilnebecker Tall onder • Tyler Evens t 
Larry Alleyna, Roll elf champs " League chamPs ~Gc~e~ by  J~'zee Rep]Qce-  
Winnipeg Nine Bombers olgn wide l ent  Warranty Coverage. 
receiver Mike Ethler. Stove's Owens :- Erlce Francis 
Denlello Benvllla Amonads Evens NFL  
Atlanta PolLens sign cornerback Tom Rams L IP  HeaDland 
Bobby Butler. "" - - BANTAM6 " ., " "" Bulfefe •i l ls sign wide receivers 
Girls' high average.  LIsa Malll0ux ii Er ic  Richardoon, Cecil Ratllft, 
. , thew  heckar end Bruce. " 
McGee, running hack ~yron Ball," Girls' high ~rlple - Potrlola Velars ~ ~ ;~ 
guard Derrick Boys' hlgh.triple - Bryan Netzal "~, . ": "" 
MoCondichfe....  ohn B . r  G,rls'hi.hs,n.le---.. ..n A]]-Termm A*" 
nard, Ken Msore and Ed Kobefl, ' Boys' high single • Troy Hanson.Wade Steele 
• Girls' most ImproVed- Josalyn •egg ~ ' . ~. 
fullback "- Boys' most.l~proyed ,i Todd KIn!g !~' .~ ; .  " '  ~ ~ '~( ~ 1 ' ~ : ..... 
Pt~enlx Olnkent,, kicker* Thereat Family Twosome ct~arn~ :'Cra~giMcKIn~n ,.~-#, , . *  - z .~,~, , ,~ , '  _ q. ' - 
Herlen,<ornerbeck, Mark,Ja4kson. High.low gold medals. Bryafl NetseI-Pa'{)~l Halos ~ ' ,~ .  ti J~':~l/~'~U~t'WJ'~'J ~::)Ur 
t~:kle . ~ . . . . .  , ~ 
M ke Mo~l'n, l(iu;r~erbsck FI;~'nk Leiguechal~)l"'! ~ ~ ~ "~ ~ ' ~ "*L ' Rollofchamp~;: : '*: t tL /C~,pe~52C/ f l ce  J~ 
Novak and "defensive back Don Darcy Netzel " ~ PatrlclaValola 
Wilson. Wade steele ," Harold Faderenn J~r Jd ,  I tS  ou /~Gn~/ .~ '  
Chicago Bears sign dofensWe Susanne•seville ~ • KrlstaSoulas durab~/~p~o~n o.  hosts _ , _  Butku,, RenoftaSpermen , Jonelynaagg Kitimat o , _ .  Browne sign defensive MlkeBomron " Allele L, oyd.Jonn ~'4 e o~' -  J -gad  J12cJn,  c / ' r  - 
• back Chris Rocklna end tight end JUNIOR CUJ~S. J~'e~tuz"eS Q~J 'P__~V~ 
Rickey Bolden, 
Girls' high average • Kallo Llndstrom treadpaRem and raised 
Dearer Broncos lion safety Roger Boys' high average • Kevln Prnece lacrosse tourney J.kson end tight end.. C,arence . wl~uYe]elten. Key. " . . BoYS' high triple - Brian Le Francois / 
New York Giants sign t lpht'end, Girls' high trlpl e - Lorno Burkoft 
• r ,~  n . .~ .* . .  ~l '**  r~* lver  ~ Boys'.hlgh single - Rent ~ l l l oux  
~,u . . .  n . , . k . . . . . . ' .~ .~ '  ,~-.-- BOYS' most improved • Brian Le Rroncols 
TheKlttmat Lacrosse association is hostb~ a 12 team . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . ,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c~. .  GIr s' most Improved - Lores Surkoft 
PvupuNanuJwn~usK;~.u.m~.m ~l t  .LnegoechlmP~ . - RoIoffchemp ]aerosse tournament his weekend at Tamltik arena. Hate ' !~VAV^~^WV~V^Y,~V^~V~WV^~^W~V~r mmelam®T..TT V_T.T r/5~f~T..Te ~wv,~wW 
~ourteGlnafFomPrinceGeor~ew~becomJ]~totown Brown and Elvls "Patterson, NormandMucuro. ,!-~- CryatalEdgar ~^~lF~vkv  . . . .  . 41 , ,~v .~uw~,Lr - J L / , l l~ ,~J [ - J~  JL J~ql~d~j[  ,~,~VAv~v^v 
• *l lnebackero Kevln • lack,  J,O, BrlaflLePrancols ReneMallloux v v~. ,^wv~v~ 
toJoineightlocalteemsinthetwodaytournamen.t. P u o 0 e r m n d m 6 fePhenSyret fe  ,^* : , ,~~~.  ~JA~M DHT'WHT 0 . v^;~v~v~w 
Action gets underway Saturday morning at 9 a.m. and Mike Rodrlguez; running backs.0an. Hlgh.Lowdeubfessllvol~ medals. Kevln Prnece- Lomb Barkers VAVAVAVAVAYAYAVAVA~AVAV/~V~V~V'~VAVkVJ I I ~  J[ ~ ~  AVAYAVAYAV, 
Daugho~ffy and Brexthn Williams, A sP~:lal congratulations to Brian Le Fl:ancola when oh bowled a 910 triple, 
• s the games were 36o.3.1|.216. rims All daySaturday and Sunday.. guard  ' : * ' ' " 'O1 ' ,  : ; CA SPERFORM 
The tournamentincludes games Jn pen wee, novice, stave Lively end dofenslve end Ed BoYS' h0gh average • Scott Mcl lmoyle ? , 
Rhone. bantam," midget, and senior, and will feature two New York Jets sign punter Brat Girls' high average -;Theresa SchuIte ; . . . . .  
BarklayeXhihJtl°n games, gee.by ~e Tykes team of J o h n e e n , . q .  Scaffe a d the other gam  by the players ,Wrlghtand fullback Rony t o . a l g a  . GIrls'B0ys,BoYS"hlgh tr,ple- RobetHollandhlghhlgh slnge-trpne - JoAnnaGre  aushetleMumf°~ Kalum T i re  Serv ice  L td  
aeries of one.year contracts. Girls ~ high single - Louise Kennetly • 
~mom's .  SOCCER 
TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE NABL BOYS' most Improved- Robert Holland 
Golden BOy Borlquakne acqulro Girls' most Improved • Louise Kennelly 635-4902 
SATURDAY mldfletdar Menny Roles from Loagooohamp RolIoffchamp 
JoAnneMumford Glenn Mcllmoylo 
9:00 a.m. (Fee wee) Majestic vs KL~men CathO,Cunlverslty of Chile. KovlnPrsece TberssaSchulto 4808 W Highway 16, Terrace, BoC. 
10:15 a.m. (bantams) Elks vs PG Tulle RoughflKks place forward LoulneKonnelly • 6ylvloMucure 
11:30 a .m.  (novice) Casaw vs  PG Tony CresoItelll on waivers, High.Low doubles sllner medal • Robert Holllmd.Loulne Klnnolly 
12:45 p.m. (midget) Kitimat Landscaping vs PG 
4:00 p.m. lTykes-exhlbition) 
4:30 p.m. (bantam) Elks vs PG :- ' : , ' 
$:45 p.m. (novice) Cassw vs PG EVENING EVENING 
7:00 p,m, (pee Wee) Kiwanis vsPG "PHONES PHONES 
8:15 p.m. (midget) Landscaping vs PG Laurie Forbes 
SUNDAY 
8:00 a.m. (novice) Casaw vs PG ~-Sm"  $2 1 nod Co.J., " 4,15'5401 . 
9:15 a.m. (bantam) Elks vs PG i . . . . .  I11, 10:80 a.m..(Fee wee) Majestic vs PG Gordon ellen l l '~ l l l lA0 i  ' -~/~ (~ Stln Parker 
11:45 a.m. (midget) Landscaping vs PG 638-1945 " h im St. ,~s~, ,  
1:45 p.m. (novice) Cassw vs PG !1 I i 
3:00p.m.  (senior) CouiterEleetricvsLegion250 Jim Deify w GHTmRN & SMITH RERLTY S:00 p.m. (Fee wee) Kiwanis VS PG ~ ' ~ '  I LTD " "  
6:15 p.m. (bantams) Elks vs PG , 
7:80 p,m. (tykes-novice) Johnson, Barlday Scaffe vs Christine Mossman l Gary Porter 
Casaw 638-1945 Imca OPPtCE ts tNOBrENonNlrn autumn ANn m,•ulrgD I 635-4547 8:00 p,m. (exhibition) players' morns 
8:30 p.m. ~midgets)  Landscaping vs PG 
The charmer Gardeners delight , OrHm of acreage $ acres In town Exclusive setting 4510 Graham Avenue 
II "if you view this unique" .lot 74x13~ fully fenced This modern style cedar At t r a c t I v e f u i I On Skeena River. 1 acre 3.4 bedroom home. den, 
• home located north of basement home on of seclusion overlooking carport, deck. Situated 
back split.level home, .threehedrnom 1200 sq. town could be your McConnell. Double Skeena RIver and lovely on large corner lot • Locol ,,r, - "orts Shorts ft. home with daylight dream for spece, peece~ "garage. Great mini. view of mountains. 2.3 exceptionally well 
charm andwarmth It basement tranquility and self. farm. Well located, bedroom home with. landscaped; wide has to Offer. Spacious .passive solar and 
• sufficiency. Three Asking $92,000. basement open design variety of fruit trees, 
living room with natural gas heating bedrooms, den, dining with lots of window to flower and shrubs. fireplace and southern .attra~lve assumable , 
room and large country enjoy view from Inside. Asking price $56,000. 
I exposure .  Three mortgage kitchen. Owners would Revenue property Must be seen to be Tonnb tournament bedrooms. Natural gas .owners levi.no, make trade to home In her. Located S mlles north of appreciated. Listed at 
TheTerraeetennlsclub is holdlng it's first competitive yard.heat" Carport.An assumable~Fenced' ListedY°Ur offer.at $78,0~). seshne area. Phone for town on 4f/g acres . 4 S75,000. EnJoy I city view 
tournament of the year this weekend at the Kalum and mortgage of $54,000 Into. rental units plus main From this attrsotlve, 3 
Straume taunts courts. '~ " ' makes this an easy residence. Very at- Near Kltwange bedrom specious home 
36 people are entered in the three 'day competition, home to purchase. Industrlsl building trectlvely set up and 27 acres with 1600 ft. of on the bench. Tallered 
Players from Rupert, Kitimat, Slithers, and Houston Asking $65,900. 4000 sq. ft. block well maintained Inside road frontage. 7 acres for the good life, 
have Joined memhe~ of the Terrace club in the three Rustle log home in 10ullding on River Drive. and out. Revenue In cleared. A.frame cabin. ' featuring largo rag 
event ournament:. . . . . .  natural setting Overhead cranes. High access of $1100 per, Great view of Skeena room, 2 fireplaces and 
Tournament chairman Dave Burdett, said he was a ceiling. Forced sale. month. 
little dluppointed in the response from the out ot town LigM indestrlal This 3 Storey log home River. Reduced at sauna. Try your offer to 
will be-al~preclated by Bargain priced et 539,500. the asking price of 
elube Imt the local respouse has made up for it. $99,000. The draw gets underway Saturday morning at 9~i.m. One acre of light In. everyone. Very well ~ Family homo $131,000. MLS 
dustr le l  property finished Inslcie and out. This exce l lent ly  KitWIngi 
witb theladies and men's doubles. OnSundayltwlllba located on Kelth River rock fireplace, Floating fishing resort maintained home has 1 acre with two storey Passive selnr helps 
mon's and ladies doubles and the tournament wraps up on Avenue. Oevelop It now ceiling to floor b~llt.ln Near Flshtcap 40 milts lots to offer you and farm house which had heating bills* • 
Monday with mixed doubles, or let the twO revenue fish tank, master from Kltlmat. Fully your family. Fireplace, some renovating and Located In horseshoe 
Trophies wl~ he swarded to the winners and IXtZeS to homes on the property bedroom has large deck equipped. 40 twin dlossl four bedrooms and full redecorating. Very cozy area on Tuck. Fully 
the framers-up, carry It until you are overlooking lovely alumlnlum cruiser, basement. Carport. atmostphere. Vendor finished basement with 
'r" ~ ~Vatior~a/ rendyt~.Opontooffers narturai se t t ing .  Offers encouraged for- Economlcal gas heat. A must sell and will firsplace. Wellplanned 
• Physica/Ac~'vity Week SS~,000.°n the asking price of $76,000.ReEIIStically priced et $165,000.all or ports. Asking .verYt69,900.good value at S30,000.c°nslder all offers to flocrplEn.70,S. Listed in high 
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FOR SATURDAY,  MAY 19, 1984 l ' ~' : : '~ ;'l
• romance  ' " ' 
~rlrl~..21toApr.19, t ~  (A.~.22toSe.pt.22, I ~  A?~ARIUS ==~ 
unsiness revenues increase xou may De overwrough¢ ,( ...20lpF.eb; 18). ~ _ 
~now or some other cash about a job matter. What you __~.o_u_sm~_nave _mm~ tooo 
benefit comes. Mixing need now Is relaxation, arotm~ me n o~ upt ~or 
~business with pleasure leads Romance and travel combine 9me+..un~s.. ramer _ump~j .  
to new opportunity, to your advantage, rag..~ mgner-up won ~ corn -  
.TAURUS L IBRA .int. pr0mme. 
Prictions with a partnei" Famlly mzeresmasu nome ~,~,.,o~.mar.zuj. .... 
: could arise over a work issue, entertaining highlight this anor~ m pa_.to .,,v~  metros 
!'though prospects for happy day. You may chan.g.e your a.re p~e.~an~. Y~-uaoweu.~ 
+traveling are great. Get away mind about a prospective pur- c t~m now.. ao~'s  m- 
-ifvnuean chase Commr isonsh® 'nuenuomau~mupsemng.  " --+-- " e+v " ++/= : .... : i+:):i' , : ,+  : . . . . . .  
'G~"  - -~ .  SCO~tPIO " m" ~te_ YOU BORN TODAY have a I f t   c-em Tm, /mo \ I  l ~ . . ~ , + . , _ _ • . r .' -, : l . 
(May21toJune20) JULI~J~ 7 -  (0c t .23toNov .21) - I /+  genuine+terest..in .reform l j~ l~-~+pA~"  T l ~.  ' ~  ~ + I I + N ~ ~ + ~ A  
I l Tender feelings aren't The fime is ripe for the ex- movenm.nm ram.me seuer- I~ 'T~'~A~'TC)  l - + ~ ,  ,.~\#:i' 
monnt fn ~ h tmdon=tod Tn.. nresalon of romantic senti- mere m nmnmna Your ver- 
• wardly, you're happy about ment. Loved ones share happy satill~,though, wo.rl~sugainst I.ICATCH THAT t0ADN~ Jl ~ ~ 1 ~  t~'mm::mT. ~ ]--~--//~ 
+r°mance' You may revise a m°ments together" A reiative ' Y°U "u you" scauer "Y " O U r " . C A N C E R + " K ~ " ] ~  . . . . . . . . . .  ,Pi... __  .,_~. SAGITrARIusIS trvin~ . . . . . .  .~_J~l speciauzenerg'eS toX°Uachieveneeu--• + i l 
" v^,,,il ,,,mA ,~ti=,,,,~ ,,Ill, ~ Think twice before sr~k, OO your own mmg ana no~ ue . 
.- . . . . . . . . .  v= . . . . . . . . .  ": = • " - -  " - -"  overly concerned about what child, though rapport ruth mg. An ill.considered remark . 
your mate couldn't be better, could engender a sharp retort, the other fellow +~. .  You 
• " 1 nave marzea maaersmp Social vrospects are lively. Job hunters meet ruth cads . . . . . . . . .  
' LEO-  .~J,--(b Contacts are helpful. . q.,,.,,uesanecanme_toapom... : ~ . . . .  i ~ , . ,p  T ...... ~p. , ,  ........... ~ I ~ - -~- -  l ' I 
Lv, d,,+mtoAu- 22~ v4b~ CAPRICORN ,=,.+t---~ uon ot prominence. The arm 
'[ ' +~"  ~ e ~  fo~'a business up- (Doc.22toJan. 19) ]~ '~ appea.1, tp you al~l you may .be SHOE ' ' ' " ' . " " . . • . . 
portunity that arises at a Money could be a source of ~pe~cmuy ta len~ m m==c.  
:SOCial occasion. Strain may tension with a friend. Leisure ~m~+~. ~°~.~+.~: , £V~l~C° I~I~.MX 
+xist + ,een  relatives. Main- acti~ties ure very fulilling. ' c a +  . . . . . . . .  '; . . . . . . . . . .  ~ '  _~+ .~,  ~ . N  f~F ,~__ '  + ~ ,  i ~ p v ~  m _  , in You II certainly attract TV ~rs .mmli~; andPeter ~ 'ml+~u , c ,o  ~ I /  -~-V- --~ ; II -- 
' . TOWnsnena, rock musician. : 
' l ' ' FORSUNDAY,  MAY20,1984 I~ .~. . . .~  Up~I.~ ~,MF-- ' 
+4~I~ ~1)~ ~ ii~Ltk financial involvements. Buy ~ ~ L N ~ . J ~  ~ F~ ~ ~  
(Mar.21 toApr. 1 9 ) ~  (AUg. 23 toSept. 22) -~k yourself something nice. [ ~ " " 
There may be a disappoint- 'l Though it's difficult to get AQUARIUS ~ <~ "00 .  / 
ment in connection with a ethers' cooperation about a (Jan.20toFeb.18) 
friend, yet a last-minute work project, there's nothing Problems may weigh on . ' /o_ .  
outing is fun. New acquain- stopping you from doing you, but socializing brightens 
iances are worth your while, things yourself. " your spirits. A friend seems to 
TAURUS t .4~ LIBRA ,p .~ bring out the best in you. Cir- ,, . I 
(Apr.20toMay20) v~wf '  (Sept.23toOcL22) '~-&~ m culatc. 
• Just as you had given up on If you don't agree on one PISCF~ 114'~_ 
a situation, circumstances issue, the day needn't be ruin. (Feb.19toMar.20) ' '~ '  
turn in your favor. Welcome a ed. Change your attitude and You'may waste some time 
new chance for job gains. 
~EMIm l I~  
(May 21 to June 20). 
! You could be letting a work 
situation get you down, but a 
Close ally freshens your 
outlook. The day ends on a 
happynote. 
cANCER 
(3une 21 to July 22) 
The issue of a child's 
allowance may come up. 
Social ife may not meet with 
expectations. Newwork ideas 
are worth pursuing. 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
Someone in the family 
down, blit:'yoB'ean rectify'tl~)_' 
situation ,with ' a surprise l 
outing. Spontaneity is a plds 
afterdark. 
. . .+  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
You .have an ambivalent at- 
titude toward spending now. 
Once you begin a course of ex- 
travagsnce, it will be hard to 
stopyou. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Your timing could be off 
regarding business. Avoid 
raising controversial issues 
with higber-ups. Flow with the 
tide. 
ommm~ I I~  
(May 21 to June 20) 
An argument could arise 
over a matter of principle. Be 
circumspect in behavior. It's 
easy to arouse criticism to- 
day. 
C CE. 
(June 21 to July 22) 
A question of intimacy may 
be a concern now. Attraction 
between two parties may not 
be mutual. Watch credit card 
spending. 
IJEO 
(July23toAug. 22) t~ 
You may be too assertive in 
one instance, and too reticent 
in another. Someone's feelings 
may be on edge at home base. 
vmo 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
The right way to do things 
seems to be an issue on the 
job. You're not efficient when 
angry. Try to control your 
temper. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
A date could be spoiled with 
an argument about money. In 
any case you should keep ex- 
penses down ow. Don't spend 
beyond your means. 
sco lo m,J 7. 
(Oct. 23 io Nov. 21) 
It's not he time to push your 
weight around at home. It 
won't ake much to start a row 
or to hurt someone's feelings.. 
SAorrrARmS ~+-4~ 
(Nov.22toDec.21) ~ t~'~" 
Be careful not to misplace 
something of value. Tact is 
needed in dealing with a sen- 
sit,re co-worker. Watch brash 
statements. 
CAPRICORN " ~  
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Someone may call you 
cheap today. However, it's 
better to be saving than sorry 
now. Follow your own in- 
stincts regarding money. 
AQUARIUS ~ ~ 
(Jan. 20toFeb. 18) " "~ 
You're in too much of a 
hurry +to get .things done. Don't 
others do likewise. After dark 
isbest. 
scomo m,J . 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
If you've been too hard on 
someone, now's the time to 
make amends. A gift or some 
other thoughtful gesture is in 
order. s~rrrARms #,~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
A new approach isneeded to 
a problem. Once you consider 
other alternatives, insights 
come flashing. Shop by mail 
order. 
CAPRICORN "~ ~R" 
(Dec..2PAo,Jab, 19) 
You'il,.haVe'+more fun rid" 
your own:. time than in the 
company of others. Avoid 
FOR MONDAY, MAY 21,1984 
force msues m etther business 
or your personal life. Defer to 
others. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
You eertainly don't want 
others gossiping about your 
personal life. Do nothing today 
that will raise eyebrows. Be 
circumspect. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
gifted communicator, who 
should have no trouble com- 
mercializin..g, creative gifts: 
today. The .evening hours are 
most productive. The peace 
and quiet you often seek is 
needed now. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
sensitive and imaginative. 
You need a creative outlet for 
your feelings and should 
specialize in one of the*arts. 
Sometimes, emotions can get 
the best of you, which is why 
you need a workable 
philosophy of life. Though 
cooperative, you cannot be 
ordered about. You're+ 
especially gifted in the area of 
communications. Writing law, 
and teaching are-fields i n  
which yo~ql ~ine;.Blrth dat~- 
of: Honore+de Balzac,  
novelist; Cher, actress; and 
Joe Cocker, singer. 
You can sell both yourself aria 
your product. Banking, sales, 
advertising, publishing and 
law are some of the fields in 
which you'll shine. Personal 
contacts are often helpfel to 
you in business, though you 
may be happiest in some 
creative endeavor. Cultivate 
ambition to reach the top. 
Birth date of: Fats Waller, 
jazz musician; Henri 
Rousseau, painter; and 
Harold Robbins, novelist. 
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• -'My h im~ gets the whole Wheat, bran, all 
hiccups more than any- high-fibre foods• Also 
one I know.It has Inter- beneficial are lettuce, 
fered with our Iovemak- carrots, cabbage, caull- 
Ing lsev~rall ti~e~ and 'flower, Brussels sprouts 
rm getting fed up. . , and broccoli. 
Can you tell me what We know, too, that fat 
ca -~ mceu m and how should be 'avoided 
to get l--~d O[ ~%m?~ a Choose chicken and flsh 
person give himself hie- (minus the skin) Instead 
of' red meat "and high- 
•, cups on purpose? - -  calorie dairy products.' 
: Betty. Women who have a 
by Roger Bollen 
%~, 
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la rge number  of sex 
parf~ers r isk cervical 
cancer. Excessive expo- 
sure to the sun is also bad 
news for both men and 
women. 
"Ear ly  detection can 
save lives. Thls means 
Immedlate attention to 
any unusual appearance 
of blood, hoarseness of 
the volce and lumps In 
the breast, neck or in the 
area of the armpits. An 
annua l  physical  for 
everyone over 55 years 
old Is a must. 
Cancer ,is no longer a 
death sentence. Today 50 
per cent of cancers are 
curable. That's the good 
news. The bad news is 
that more young people 
are smoking than ever 
beg'ore and they will be' 
the principal cancer vle. 
Urns of tomorrow. 
The genetic compo- 
nent of this disease can- 
not be Ignored. If cancer 
"runs in the family," It is 
wise ;to stay alert to the 
danger signals and seek 
medical help promptly 
should an irregularity 
appear• 
If one physician sa',s," 
"Tbe lump Is nothlni,," 
or, "The blood is pr(b- 
ably hemorrhoids," gel a 
second opinion. Althou ;h 
the first physician cot Id 
be right, he could also be 
wrong. Don't let ~our 
conficT~nce In or Io 'alLy 
to one doctor jeopa dl ~e 
your life. 
A clipping came to me 
with no indication of its 
origin: The last  three 
words were "Don Fay, 
Avon." If there is such a 
According to Jane E. 
Brody, who writes for  
The New York Times, se- 
vere and persistent hie. 
cups can result froin a 
calcium • deficiency, an ir- 
ritation of the stomach, 
tumors, gout, ulcers, a 
brain .injury and infec- 
t ions of various kinds. 
Ninety-nine per cent of 
h iccupers  need not  
worry  about  these 
things, however, because 
almost all hiccups are a 
• normal part of everyday 
living• 
Here's what happens: 
The phren ic  nerves  
somehow lose their nor- 
mal rhythm and hiccups 
result• The home reme- 
dies a lmost  always 
"shock" thesejmrves into 
functioning normally• 
I have never heard of a 
person who could bring 
on hiccups at will, but I 
am not saying It isn't 
possible. 
A hiccup-stopper that 
always works for me is 
taking'  three  sips of 
water - -  very slowly - -  
then holding my breath 
as long as I can. After I 
do this four or five times 
the hiccups disappear. 
Other remedies  in- 
clude swallowing dry 
bread or crushed ice, 
breathing in and out of a 
paper bag, blocking both 
ear passages with your 
• thumbs, receiving a sud- 
den thump on the back 
and tickling the nostrils 
with a feaiher, l don't 
recommend hanging by 
your ankles and munch- 
mg on a wax candle. 
person and such a place I
would like to give them 
credit. 
The subject: Runaway 
teens. Here is a versloh 
that  has been sharply 
edited in the interest of 
space: 
Too many well-mean- 
ing members of ~a cam- 
mun!ty  are willing .to 
n ~ ', 19~ Tribune Co/p~n¢ SyndiCal&line - -  
bY Jeff MacSelly 
~ .~.. . = ~,, • 
IWI[:I ~~'o~w.  II ~ ~ !: ~. I 
by Russell Myers 
Painful decision 
Ioften have wanted to 
write to you and some- 
how never got around to 
it, but the letter from tho 
mother  signed 'q'erri- 
fled" has made ~ me take 
pen in hand. 
I, too, am a single par- 
ent who is trying to raise 
two children. Mine are 
- ~ ~ g , " "  [ PER6ONAL IZED TOt~B - 
• ~ u ~  ~ ~TONE THAT~ PERFECT 
tare m a teen when their. 
own chi ld br ings:h im .
home and says, "His par- 
ents klcked hlm out -,~ 
he doesn't have a place to 
stay. Can we let him stay 
here?'* Chances are  ~f- 
YOU SaYn'Yes," yOUo~illbe 
o ryu  less your Io .~ 
few guidelines, . • 
D Set the rules before 
~oOU give him permission 
stay. Discuss them. 
Make changes that are 
mutua l ly  agreeab le . "  
Write them down and 
get him to sign them. He 
should have  a copy as 
we l l  as you. Each rule 
should spell  out the  
consequences if it is 
broken. The rules must 
be enforced with no 
exception. The first time 
you backslide you  will 
lose control of the situa- 
tion. 
[]  Call the parents. Tell 
~them you have the i r  
child and would like to 
talk with them. When 
you hear their side you 
will probably learn the 
teen was thrown out be- 
cause of ant i -soc ia l  
behavior, or he chose to 
leave rather than 0be~, 
the rules set down by his " 
~ rents. Your goal should be 
to send the teen back 
home. This is where he 
belongs, and  where he 
must  learn to face r& 
sponslbllltles rather than 
run away from them. 
[] Make the teen work. 
Don't  t reat  him as a 
guest. He must clean his 
room, help with the laun: 
dry, do dishes, mow the 
lawn. The more you can- 
find for him to do th~ 
better. 
[ ]  Make him live up to' 
~oOUr standards. If you go 
church, insist that he 
pe o, too. If he Is of a dif- 
rent reli~glon insist that 
he go to his own place of 
worship. . ". 
[] Don't mtx sexes. I f  
~our son wants to bring: 
Is girlfriend home to: 
live because she lshaving. 
trouble at home, and  
they tell you it will be an 
innocent arrangement; • 
think again. Don't  let~" 
: A r  r~# 
APART/d.=NT" 
PAR~<ER'~ 
AIJNT 4fAY.,, 
I 'WHAT~.W~On~ V~T~ ~e .~ 
I A uc~e ~uu. o~ geEP-  
I ~  ~r yeT, rr" ~u- 
i'D wHoP HiM EX(E~ 
HE'~ RIGHT ON ! / , 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ..... • . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  :~ : , , "~ . .. 
W~:~P~l~'1" .OFOt .~ l~ l~v /A4/P/FORM~/AT'r/./AT 11"9 TH~ M ~gA M 
W~I JL /~N- -TH~ ~ I ~  ~4~fEN~,INAN~'/'H.=R ~ ~W¢~-~LINO~,I~ CINCH /1 
f 
:l 
by Johnny Hart 
1 - 
by Lynn Johnston 
' E ' "  II.H,SQ~V, LI~.~i~- II ( o .~. ,~r~l  W'/f't/,s-~,~-- I
¢o IdHRT To  ST'~y iN THP-  ,:--  FiLL "-# 
.. ,' ~ by Brant Paker and Johnny Hart 
them con you. .:; 
I'1 Set a curfew and an..: 
force it. 
I ' l L imi t  freedom and:  
don't compromise. Your: 
judgment is better than 
theirs.  Hang tough. .  
You'll be glad you did.'. 
And so will they. ." 
also teenagers but they 
are daughters, not sons. .. 
Last year  my younger 
one (then 15) announced ' • 
she was going to go .ve By Eugene 
with her father (same as 
"Terrified"). I was heart- , . . . . . . . . .  
slck, and. terrlfledi*but " ,~. ACROSS :~/,Dev0t~. ,:,.il ~.Jai ' ,~..: i .• .- 20 Bly~....Or..:..:.: 
eailedthdt~Mldt-/gte ~I~'¢': ~.'-'!.'.': 
prtsed,.~i6,and~made,all,~ , 1Pastenmk: 26TlaPa:'. .... ," 3C, oa'r~ffie" Miller "' !~: 
her  own arrangements 
at school for a transfer. 
Before I knew it she was 
gone• 
I cried for days, felt 
like a failure and was 
truly depressed. Just be- 
fore the school semester 
ended, she phoned and 
askedif  she could have 
her old room back. Of 
course, I was thrilled and 
said, "You bet.". 
When she walked 
through the  door I 
thanked God for giving 
me the courage to let her 
go and for giving her the 
good sense to come hack. 
My daughter now ap- 
preciates what she had 
here - -  a earing mother 
who refused to let her 
run wild. - -  Been There. 
I hope your splendid 
letter w i l l  serve  as a 
guide for single parents. 
I am a newlywed, aged 
24, and we are so happy 
it scares me. I married 
my college sweetheart. 
We have had every  
break in the book. • 
1 know this sounds 
crazy, but I have a terrl= 
hie fear that my life will g ent short by cancer. 
ere is no logical rea- 
son for this• Both my 
parents are in excellent 
health and their pareuts, 
well Into their ?0s, are 
swimmers and golfers 
and enjoy life to the fulL 
When my ne ighbor  
had a mantectomy last  
year, I was nfrald to visit 
her in the hospitai for 
fear 1 might catch her 
cancer although I know 
the disease is not conta- 
gious. I make rids confes- 
sion so you will see how 
irrational I am on the 
subject. - 
I realize there  are  
many different kinds of 
cancer and no one knows 
why some peeple get 
cancer and others don't. 
Can you tell me (and ndl- 
I Io~ of others) ff there Is 
anything we can do to 
protect ourselves against 
this frightening disease 
- -  or ts it Just a matter of 
luck? -- Dorothy 
We know a great deal 
more about cancer than 
we did even tire years 
ago, thanks to the billions 
of  dollars spent on re- 
search, But there are still 
many baffling aspects. 
Cancer is the second-big- 
gest killer in this .coun- 
try, after heart disease. 
Experts now agree 
that lifestyle can I~ an 
important factor in can- 
cer prevention. The high 
incidence of lung cancer, 
the most common form 
of cancer in men (and 
rapidly becoming oo in 
women), can be traced 
directly to smoking. 
it  Is not true that a 
spec!al diet will prevent 
cancer, but we now know 
we can reduce our 
chances of getting colon 
and rectal cancer by eat- 
Ing roughage - -  cereals , 
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Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
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22 Charged 
atom 
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24 Turkish "; 
officer 
Actor 
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26 Cow's -' 
mouthful " 
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31 ":': 
structor : 
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France : 
35 Cooking -~ 
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37 Criminal 
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HVOAK,  DOEN Wi~VF YMSTH LE  DN 
MWW STMFE M IMATN IKMHMIYTH.  
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp - MANY A SHY FEARFUL TUR- 
TLE IS RELUCTANT TO COME OUT OF HIS SHELL. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: M equals A, 
. ~ Cr3qZ~uJp is a slnple mntitutine cipher in which uach 
~e u~. _ ~ for anotber. Uyou u~ ~t  x equ~ o, it 
eqUal u mrougnout he punic, Sinile letters, ~ ~ ,  
and words using an 81mtro~ am give you elms to Iocst~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplisl~d by trial and error. 
• i~  KI~ P~tui'n SyndJcaft, Inc. 
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northern delights presents: 
eat ingbet ter  • 
by BEVERLEY HOLDEN 
I 
If you've been following this column for any time, 
you should be just about ready for some main dish 
alternative. It's far easier to gradually move your 
fully and yourself toward a better diet than to jump 
right in "cold turkey", so in every column I'll try to 
introduce just one healthful new ingredient. Let's 
start with the grains. 
Bulgur is wheat that has been parboiled, dried, 
and broken up so that it cooks more quickly than 
simple cracked wheat. It's an excellent food with a 
fine, nutty flavor that everyone seems to enjoy. 
Cook it the same way as other grains. Or even 
better, try this method: Put ~ inch 0il in the bottom 
of the pot. When hot, add the grain and saute five 
minutes, stirring often. Add hot water (twice as 
much water as grain) and bring to a boil. Lower the 
heat, cover and simmer 20 minutes. No peekingl 
OR pressure cook five minutes. 
Buigur mixes well with a variety of herbs, but this 
recipe is really delightful and a perfect meal after a 
long, busy day. Feel free to substitute whatever 
vegetables are handy. 
Bulgur with Tarragon 
Saute: 
3 tbsp. oil 
1 large onion, cbopped 
2 stalks celery, chopped 
2 carrots, sliced ' 
! c. sliced mushrooms 
I clove garlic, minced 
Stir in: 
l~c .  bulgar ' ' :  , . 
:/4 c. soy grits 
~/~ tap. salt 
2 tsp, tarragon' " , 
Add: 
3 c. hot water . 
Bring to a boil, stir, cover and simmer 20 minutes or 
pressure cook 5 miutes. 
Here is another quick dish with a sweet and sour 
taste. 
Bulgur with Black Bean Sauce 
Cook: 
~ c. dry black beans 
• Add: 
1 tbsp. honey 
t tbsp. molasses 
i~ tsp. dry mustard 
'/a tsp. salt 
Stir in: % c. yogurt 
Serve over cooked bulgur or precook two-third c. 
raw bulgur, stir it into the sauce and bake until firm 
350 degrees for 25 minutes. Sprinkle with sheat 
germ. 
This goes really well with baked yams and a 
salad. 
Happy eating: 
Northern Delights carries a coml)lete selection of 
grains including several kinds of rice, barley, 
bulgur, cracked wheat, wheat berries, millet, corn 
and oats - all inexpensiv e and nutritious. 
NORTHERN DELIGHTS NATURAL FOODS 
Is YOUR whole foods co.op selling organic produce and a 
wide selection of packaged and bulk natural foods. 
. . . . .  " " Come and visit with us, 
I 
Angry bear his 
only company 
LONDON (AP) --  Arctic 
explorer David Hem- 
pleman-Adams, the first 
person to walk alone to the 
magnetic North Pole, said 
Thursday that a 750-pound 
polar bear tried to pull him 
out of his tent one night and 
he had to shoot it to death• 
The 27-year-ol(l acl- 
venturer said he was not 
proud that he killed the 
seven-foot bear, "but if it 
were its life or my life, I 
prefer mine." 
He said the huge bear 
came into his tent during 
his trek across the arctic 
ice cap, woke him up "and 
started to pull me out of the 
tent." 
He told a news con- 
ference shortly after his 
return to London that he 
managed to get out the 
back of the tent and fired 
two warning shots from his 
rifle to scare it. 
"It didn't make any 
difference whatsoever, 
and it then just came 
charging towards me. At 
that time, I only had a 
couple of seconds to try -- 
and I did a lot of praying -- 
just to try and stop it." 
Hempleman-Adams said 
he then let go with the four 
remaining shots• "I was 
trying to fire between the • 
eyes. I got one in the head. 
• . I was so scared and I 
was shaking so much at the 
time that I really can't 
remember." 
The explorer said 
Canadian authorities ent 
a plane and four witnesses 
to the scene and they saw 
the bear's paw prints in his 
tent and confirmed that he 
had acted in self defence. 
1 
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Until May 20 May 26 •Previous conferences United ' church. '  of 
' This weekend is your last Working with Youth & . brought together labor, Picketing, Ontario;' will 
chance to participate in the Teens Workshop at native, church, en- k i ck  o f f .  a , year of 
Terrace-Kitimat fitness Riverlodge. A one-day vironmental, community •celebration deslbne~d to 
challenge. Just  complete Workshop full of ideas for a n d w o m e n ' s commend)rate t .he'(,150th 
15 minutes of continuous : .programs for youth :with " organizations. For further Annivereary"of~. ,  foun -
physical activity. Then specialemphasis on teens, information call Bill (ling. ~ ' .... ~ '71~: ' 
register your participation Resource person Trick Gunnon, Co-ordinator, 635- Many special events are 
at Riverlodge or Tamitik 
in Kiitmat, or at the 
Ter race  pool, arena, 
l ibrary, municipal hall, 
Northwest Community 
College racque~all courts 
and All Season Sporting 
Goods. You will receive a
free. recreation pass. The 
winner of the fitness 
challenge will be the town 
with the highest per- 
Pol lack of the Pr ince 2014, or 635-4631. scheduled from September 
Rupert Boys & Girls Club 1984 through to September 
is a dynamic lady • with June 29 to July I 1985, commencing with a 
many fdeas at low costs. A festival for all women parade September 16 of 
Cost is only $5.00- register to share their/skills; ex- members  in  period 
at Riverlodge. perience and music will be custume, using period 
• held in Prince Rupert June modes of travel• 
Friday, May 25 ' 29 to July t at Roosevelt We hope to get in touch 
The Vicki Parviainen Elementary School. 
Dance students  will with as many former Events are" Friday night, - 
• • - members and adherents as present Dance Revue '84, entertainment; 'Saturday . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  ker  pose]Die m tne nope mat May 25 at 8 p.m. in the night, Keynote spea they ~n ;,; . . . .  ;~ -^, ~^- . 
REM Dee Theatre, The . . . . .  re s ~-  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,. 
~arma ~any  u y our Anniversa~ Service 
.ddress. , 
Phone 434-5734, local 847 
or write to BCIT.Alumni 
Office, 3700 Willing(ion 
Avenue, Burnaby; B,C. 
V5G3H2. ' :: . '  ", ' 
¢ • 
*..oo.,o,~ 624-26-21 or 624-3359 
DINING ROO/~ 
,. &DRIVE  !N • t s tAve .  W.at | lhS f ,  
centage of population 
participating. 
May 18, 19 & 20 
Ki t imat  Racquets  
Racquetball and Squash 
Tournament a t  Riverlodge 
and Tnmit ik .  Events: 
Racquetball - Mens A, B & 
C; Seniors, Womens & 
Doubles (for A players 
only). Squash - Mens B & 
D & Womens. Players may 
enter both a Squash and 
Racquetball event if they 
wish. There will be a 
barbecue for participants 
on Saturday, Ma~ 19. 
There will als0 be  a par- 
ticipants draw prize of a 
trip for 2 to Vancouver, so 
be sure to enter. Register 
at Riverlodge or Tamitik. 
May 19 & 20 
Lacrosse Tournament a
Tamitik. Contact Anne 
Berrisford 632-6919. 
Casino Nits a t  St. An- 
thony's to raise funds for 
1985 Northern B.C. Winter 
Games. The night will 
begin at 5pro with a Dinner 
and the Show will begin at 
8pro. Tickets a re  only 
$10.00 and will he available 
at the door. Tickets in- 
dude dinner, show, beer 
gardens, a souvenir buttbn 
and free gambling dollars. 
For more information 
contact Mary Anne Skill at 
the Chamber of Commence 
632-6294. 
May 22: 
Watch for the District of 
K i t imat  Recreat ion  
Department's Summer 
Brochure, with in- 
formation on Summer 
Programs & Camps for 
Summer Fun and Ex- 
citement. Registration 
begins April 23 at 5:00 p•m. 
at Riverlodge• Register 
early to avoid disap- 
pointment. 
revue will involve 65 to 80 
students. Choreography 
will be by Vicki Par- 
viainen. The dance revue 
is a chance for family and 
friends to enjoy good en- 
tertainment and view the 
students'progress. 
June 8 to 17 
The first annual nor- 
thern regional aquatic 
workshop will be held at 
the Four Seasons Swim- 
ming Pool inl Pr ince 
George June 8 to 17..'The 
workshop incl.udes in. 
structor course ~une 10; 
water safety instructor 
core clinic and small craft 
• survival iustruetor course 
June 11; Aetna Canada 
swim fit instructor Course 
June 13 to 17; Level 1 
technical diving eoaching 
course June 16 to 17; pool 
oi)erator!s course June 15 
to i7. For instructors, and 
lifeguards there will be an 
instructor school, an  in- 
structor recertif ication 
clinic, and aquatic 
emergency care course 
and a National Lifeguard 
Service precert and 
recertifieation sessions. 
For further information 
call 962-8718 or 563-8806 
after 3 p.~. 
• In Dawson Creek, June 
23 there will be a referee- 
starter, recorder scorer- 
clerk and chief timer- 
strokes and turns clinics. 
For further information 
call Bill Sheilds, 782-.8301 
even ings ,  
June 2Z to 24 
The Northwest Study 
Conference '84 will be held 
in Terrace June 22 to 24. 
Theme of the conference 
will .• be Social and 
Economic Alternatives, 
with the stress on localized 
planning for the future. 
COME STAY WiTH US 
at English Hay near Stanley Park 
m beautiful downtown Vancouver 
, TOLL.,.FREE 80~26a-8993 
1755 DAVIE STREET VANCOUVER. B.C. VOG 1WS 
TELEPHONE (604| 682.1831 
I i 
l e Church 
TERRACE 
• PENTECOSTAL 
ASSEMBLY 
Pastor John Caplln 
3511 Eby St., 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2434 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
7:00 Evening Service 
HOUSE 
OF 
PRAISE 
Pastor Arnold Peters 
3406 Eby St. 
635-3015 635-3657 
Sunday Services 
10:30s.m. 
SACRED 
HEART 
PARISH 
635-2313 
4836 Straume 
Mass Times: 
Sat• evening - 7:30 p•m. 
Sun. mornlng- 8:30am 
10:OOam 
11:30am 
CHRIST LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
635-5520 
3229 Sparks St• 
(Corner of 
Sparks & Park) 
9:45 a.m. - -  Sunday t 
Church School 
lh00 a.m. ~ Regular 
worship service. 
--Holy Commbnlon the 
first Sunday of each 
month• 
Choir, Confirmation, 
Youth, Adult Classes, 
Men's and Ladies' Bible 
Siu~lies. 
THE 
SALVATION 
ARMY 
637 Walsh Ave. 
635.2626 or 
635-5446 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
9:30 'a.m. - -  Sund~y 
School for all ages. 
11:00 a.m. - -  Family 
Worship 
7:30 p•m• 
Evangelistic Salvation 
Meeting. 
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. - -  Ladies' 
Home League 
Fellowship. 
TERRACE 
CHI~ISTIAN 
REFORMED 
CHURCH 
Reverend S. VenDaalen 
Spar, ks Street & 
Straume Avenue 
Sunday School - -  10 
a.m.  
Workhlp Serv ices -  11 
a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Listen to the Back to 
God Hour every Sunday 
at 8:30 a.m. on CFTK. 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Corner of Halllwell 
and N• Thomas 
9:45 a.m. 
Bible Teaching 
Sunday SChool 
11:00 a•m. 
Morning Worship 
Service 
6:~0 p.m. 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 8:00 
Home Bible Studies 
"You Are Welcome 
at Uplands" 
KNOX 
UNITED ' 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave, 
~635.6014 
Rev. David Martyn, 
B.A., M• DIv. 
Service - -  11:00 a.m• 
Nursery to Grade 6- -  11 
a.m.  
Grade 7 to Adults - -  10 
a.m~ 
ZION, 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Pastor Paul Mohnlnger 
Home 635.5309 
Corner of Sparks & 
Kelth 
• 9:45 a,m. - -  Sunday 
School 
I1:00 e,m. - -  Morning 
Worship• 
ST. MATTHEW'S 
ANGLICAN 
CHURCH 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 
635.9019 
SUNDAYSERVICES 
9:00 a.m. - -  Holy 
Communloo 
10:00 a.m.-- Sunday 
School " 
11:00 a:m. - -  Family 
Service - -  Holy 
Communion . except 
third Sunday. 
Wednesdays. /:30pm 
Healing prayer every 
4th Wed. in month. 
7TH DAY 
ADVENTIST 
3306 Grlfflths 
Pastor Henry Bartsch 
635.3232 
635.7642 
Services - -  Sat. 9:30 
a•m, - -  Sabbath School 
( Sunday" School). 
.:00 o•m.- Worship 
~|  
Horses, native ~ studies - 
teacher, Universit~ of on February 3. 1985, then I 
' n for our Special Lethbridge; Sunday night Homecoming Weekend of i film fest ival  and May 31-June 2,1985, or any 
, " " 
I us ness clirectortl 
Total Business Services 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
PHOTO COPIES 10= each 
6384195 5230 Km 
diagonally opposite the l ibrary 
OFFICE HANAGEMENT SERVICES 
I I I  1 I I 
FOR HIRE 
John, Deere. 510 Backhoe 
Water & sewer lines, trenching 
and much more " 
THORNHILL EXCAVATING 
635-5347 
Holiday H me & Pg 
" BONDED&INSURED 
P lann ing  a Ho l iday '  but  hav ing  a 
prob lem f ind ing  Competent  & Re l iab le  
care .  
TRY OUR" STANDARD FEE 
OF ($6.00) PER DAY. 
We a lso  have  o ther  package ra tes  
Why Ruin a good hollcley by worrying, 
Cell Today and arrange for an ep. 
po lnrment .  
PHONE 636-8402 
125-4741 
Skiim ,Mall PboHo 
Tarrm,. I.C. 635,-6703 
NEW 
MOBILE  HOMES 
on display in Pine Park 
set up, skirted, ready for occupancy 
Energy Efficient & Affordable 
3889 Mu l le r  Ave. 635-9418 
NOR-BURD 
R.V .  REPAIRS  
~___ "~ PARTS- NEW & USED • 
| ALL R V REPAIRS 
Oj  " . . Insurani:e Including Claims 
4759 HIghway 16West ' 635-6882 
To .ace ,  B.C. VBG 1N3 635.6945 
RB ELECTRONICS 
Warranty  Work  On 
Sanyo, Fisher, Candle, York,  Toshiba, 
Zenith, L loyds,  
Repairs to all makesof  
Stereos & T.V. 's  
,,0,ORAHA~ 638,0775 
TERRACE 
DAVID J, DEDILUKE 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
STEVE R, CULLIS 
BOX 441 
• TERRACE, O O 
635.5211 . VaG 4e l  
, Complete,Homecare 
" Services 
- -YARD WORK - -PA INT ING 
- -HOUSESITT ING - -WINDOWS 
ALL OTHER MISC. JOBS 
LOW & N EGOTIABLE RATES 
685-2587 or 685-8925 
.,~. ~,) 
 11" 
' , . / • : c_ aetv 
(604) 638"1437 " 
o,I l Sapphire 
Se Hoir Design 
For  appo in tment  ca l l  
638-1026 
Windshield & Auto Glass 
Specialists 
STYLISTS 
Sharon Clove--Joan Prince-- Sandy Thomson 
4844 Loon Ave. 
I 
',. ,• .." ,...." .'~-'i" '~." ; - : ' - : :  : " ; - . . : "  ': ;': '.;L'" 
ICBC dlaims 
Handlod 
Promptly 
BPlTISH COLUMBIA !AND SUr~VEYOR , 
3305 KENNEY STi~EEI. 
TERRACE. BC "V8G 3G3 
638.1449 
il e 
For information on runnang your ad 
directory call 635-6357 
GL AS S 
,-,A K NTERPR,S'E ' 
TERRACE KITIMAT 
638 1166 ' 632.4741 
in thebusiness 
I 
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. . . . . . .  i:~,~'-:i , 
Children at Centennial Christian School 
celebrated their annual ope n house on 
Thursday by invitingparents into the school, 
seffing up book displays, and serving coffee 
and cookies. These kids hold up newb books 
I 
• that were lust added to theli" library. With 
the children in kindergarten and others in 
grade one, they'll have plenty of time to read 
• them all. 
" Ethics of test tube births 
• have notbeen tacked .... 
HELSINKI (Router) -- The world British doctors involved in the birth He chided the authorities forbeing 
will soon have more than 1,000 test of the firsttest tube baby, told a news inactive ovel" the ethical aspects 
tube babies but the moral issues have conference in Helsinki that the dur!ng the last two decades. 
hardly been tackled, a world pioneer science and application of research 
on embryo transplant Said Thursday. on human embryos are bound to 
Robdrt Edwards, one of the two accelerate. 
Frozen embryos used 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  Frozen produced from a frozen embryo. 
er~,bryoc have been used for the first The usual test ube baby procedure 
t imeinthe U,  i t~  3ta;,~ ;.o,w.ke ;Ne involves removing eggs from a 
"1 think they were slow though they 
were warned," he said in response to 
a question on what the established 
moral guardians uch v~ churches 
have done" on the issue. He Was 
speaking at a congress on fer- 
tilization and embryo transfer. 
Edwards and Patrick Steptoo, who 
was also at the congress, pioneered 
the method by which an egg is i 
.Wa l te r .  . . . . . i  wit. . m  lionaire, ' c rank  
TORONTO (CP) -- Gordon Sin- 
clair, who called himself Canada's 
oldest, crankiest newsman, died at 
the  age of 83 Thursday, two days 
after suffering a heart attack. 
Re had been in a coma since 
Tuesday and died in hospital shortly 
after his three sons -- Gordon, 
Donald and Jack -- gave permission 
for life support o be withdrawn. The 
heart attack caused irreversible 
damage to Sinclair's central nervous 
system. 
His death brought to a close a 
career that made him a millionaire 
and saw him travel several times 
around the world and do everything 
from interviewing Adolf Hitler to 
posing nearly nude for a takeoff on a 
Playgirl magazine centrefold. 
Everything about Sinclair, . ,.. 
Canada's most i r reverent  and ' ' , .~ , 
probably best-known newsman, was 
colorful - -  from his jazzy ties, jaunty 
hats, tartan socks and loud sports 
jackets to his rude questions and 
outspoken opinions. 
He railed against fluoridation (he 
called fluoride "rat  poison"), 
medicare, the singing of God Save 
the Queen, taxes and a grass-cutting 
bylaw in i the suburban Toronto 
.borough of Etobicoke, where he lived 
m an elaborate custom-designed 
home. 
BECORD FIRnNGS 
He wrote  eight books, drove a 
Rolls-Royce for 11 years, and said he 
interviewed the Queen Mother, U.S. 
president Franklin Roosevelt; Pope 
Plus XI I  and Gandhi, and, proudly 
claimed a record for the number of 
times he was fired by the Toronto 
Star during tlteir 40.year association. 
He said 10, The Star said 11 .  
Sinclalr's strong opinions also ran 
to life-support systems. 
"He indicted to the family a 
, , ,  , , . , , 
' Bingo burgar lary 
TORONTO o- 
g 
werestayed because the. i
'law d n , ~ - ' t  , l ln~u ~ l I I  ~ .  F l sherRd. ,Tye~ | '  N i l~_  . . . . .  u~ 
. . . .  : . . . . . . .  I f f , L ~ ~  • .wmcu=tor,. ";: ..iV ~/  II 
person to oo convicted I R t )~~n; .  ~ ' - - :  / -  
of beth theft and fL'aud'l ,~ , _ . . , ._,  : H . . . . . . . .  " -~  ' I ~ C~r Johnston :846-5838 . 
humor  of times that :he' wouldn't 
want o be kept alive by' life support," 
said Donald Sinclair. "That made it 
easier foq us to make the decision." 
Up to his death, Sinclair still 
worked on his radio show at CFRB in 
Toronto, despite suffering a series of 
heart attacks ince 1970. 
He also appeared on CBC's panel 
show Front Page Challenge since it 
began in 1957, making it Canada's 
longest-running television program.• 
Sinclair was still getting 50letters a 
week, butmost  of them were 
requests for appearances -- a change 
from the days when irate readers 
broke his nose three times. 
"I must be getting mellow," he 
said in recent years. "I only get a 
couple of crank calls a day. 
"It's the Grand Old Man bit," he 
said. "If you live long enough, they'll 
forgive you." , 
TRIBUTES ABOUND ~ " Gordon Sinclair ,~ 
Tributes to Sinclair came from successfully as'Gordon has. 
well-known figures in politics, news Fellow CFRB personality Betty 
and entertaiment. Kennedy, another panelist on Front 
Prime Minister 'I~udeau said in a i Page Challenge, said Sinclair was a 
statement that Sinclalr'S death "ends "curious mixture of mid-Victorian 
one of the • longest and most and contemporary man. ~ 
remarkable careers in Canadian "He was one of the fundamentally 
journalisnn, imost honest men I have ever met. He 
"His wit: his irreverence, h s had,  a brusqueaess that was pure 
bluntness; ~ his off&eat views have ScOt, but it was tempered by a 
been part of our media landscape for warmth and kindness that he was 
so long many of us had come to often embarrssed toexpress." 
believe he would always be there." U.S. BOOSTER 
Ontario Premier William Davis Sinclair gained perhaps his widest 
said he considered Siiielair to be "a '  publicity in 1973 When a broadcast 
good friend and a fair critic. ~ boosting the U.S. brought "the 
"One has to believe that the name biggest mail Of my career." 
Gordon Sinclair could become the Over the strains of the Battle Hymn 
classic definition of a 'full life'. " of the Republic, he  Castigated an 
Pierre Berton, a panel member ungrateful world for turning against 
with Sinclair on Trent  P~ige the U.S. - - then be~et by the energy 
Challenge and a renowned journalist, crisis, Watergate and the Vietnam 
said: "It's not easy to mourn for a War - after keeping millions of 
man who's reached his 84th year as dollars in aid. 
Mayor Eugene Stranges 
of Welland, Ont., was 
found guilty Thursday with 
on two charges of theft, fraud, but those charges 
over $200 in connection  stayed  
with the disappearance 
of funds from charity 
bingo.games. 
infertile women pregnant, University. woman who is infertile "~ usually Strangeswas freed on ,-relating to the Same 
of Southern California researchers because her Fallol~lan tUbeS are removed from the mother, fertilized 
• blocked or missing-- then fertilizing in a test tube and implanted in her , bail until he is sentenced incident. 
say~ . . . .  : ___,_.~ __.^,.~ ;~ ~r~z.~ the eggs tn laboratory glassware with womb . . . . .  ~ 
. : . • . ; . . J L l lU . I I [ '~L  WUI I IU I ]  l ' q~k;q~lVtU a lU  ~-~l l  " . . . th%~%~. .**~ . . "  . . . . . . . . .  . .  • . ' . . . .  ' ' . . 
e-man~J sperm The embryos are ~ Th.e ethical problem 'is pressing " : -embryo implant May 3 at Good . . . . . . .  . . .-" . ... . 
Samaritan Hospital in~Los Angeles, .m.en re~mpmnt.~l in. the wom..an~s with embryos that have been 
. . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  ~ u~erus, where, i~ a ,  goes weu, az removed from women but not re- out me proc~ure wasn ~ annutmu~-  
• ire sit least one develops until birth, planted. "We must be very careful until Thursaay, un r y 
• More th~n 350 babieshave been with those we cannot replace," 
born using that procedure since the Edwards aid. .: 
first such birth in 1978. * 
Steptoe said transplant babie§' are • 
doing well although it is still too early 
I to be de f in i t i ve . .  ~,~, ; '  ~ "They appear to  be extremely : i /~  bright," he added. ~ ' Edwards said there are 590 test I 
,: .... . . . . .  . . . . .  ,,, - . . . . , . .~.,~ ~..~. .................... 
' With the frozen embryo px'bcedure, 
any excess eggs recovered from the 
infertile woman can be' fertilized, 
frozeA~ and stored before being 
reimplanted. The method allows 
spokesman Alice McKay said. 
The other four women have all 
received embryo implants since May 
3, 'she said• 
The women's identities and the 
causes of their inferti l i ty were not 
disclosed, but their pregnancies are 
L''SO far, SO good,".McKay said. • 
She said the university team, 
headed by Dr. Richard Marts, an 
obstetrician-gynecologist, is one of 
only two in the world to use frozen 
embryos to help infertile women 
have "test-tube" babies. 
The oh'~er team, at Monash 
. University in Melbourne, Australia, 
announced last month that a woman 
repeated attempts -- without ad- tube babies in the world, and 570 
ditional surgery to remove ggs--to pregnancies atpresent. 
make a woman pregnant if the first A paper released at the congress 
attempt fails. •said transplant have proved sun- 
All five women received frozen cessful in more than 13 per cent of . 
embryos from the university team women below 30 years of age. The 
after first trying unsuccessfully to figureis above 12 per cent forwomen 
become pregnant through the aged 30-35, 11.7 per cent for those 
there had given birth to a 5|/2-pound standard 
girl who was the world's first baby process, McKav said. * women over 40. 
test tube fertilization between 35 and 39 and 7.2 per cent in 
The tests at this school 
"He was a very good teacher, all the 
students liked him.. ,  but his father, when 
he was very young, had been a member of 
the nationalist youth league," a group 
linked to Chiang Kai-shek in his losing 
battle against he Communists. 
After Peng refused to write a wall poster 
denouncing the teacher, a young woman 
on the worker team offered some pointed 
observations onhis career prospects. 
"She told me: 'You are very smart. Do 
you like your future?' 
were for '!odeo!og!calpu rity' 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Jia-lin , ducatxon meant voracmus 
remembers how the Great Proletarian reading, mainly •of Western literature 
Cultural Revolution came to his high translated into Chinese --  Balzac, Hugo, 
school in:Guangxi province in southern Dickens, Shakespeare -- and a painful 
China.. effort to teach" himself English without 
It was 1966 when a "worker team" knowing a single person who could speak 
descended on the school to begin rooting the language. 
out reactionary thought. "I could read novels before I had heard 
Peng, now 36, a professional translator any English spoken," he said matter-of- 
and a graduate student at Montreal's ,faetly in his letter of application to Con- 
Concordia University, recalls a certain cordia 15 years later" 
physics teacher who failed the test of COPIED BOOKb' 
ideological purity. At first, he copied out sentences from 
textbooks; several months later, he was 
overjoyed when he was able to render a 
Jack London short story into Chinese -- 
"my first translation," he recalls with 
pride. 
He stumbled across some recorded 
language.lessons, buthe had no record 
player. It was not until years later, when 
he bought a shortwave radio and began 
listening to international broadcasts, that 
he began to comprehend spoken Englis h. 
"I was 18 years old. I was scared.., but He so yearned for a copy of the Concise 
I told her: 'I love my future but I love my Oxford Dictionary - -  "I wanted that 
conscience more.'" dictinnary the way other people want to 
SCHOOLS CLOSED buy a house" -- that he took a job as a 
Peng never got his high school diploma, laborer, hauling sand up the banks of the 
After three years in which normal class Liu River, to scrape together the money to 
• work gave way to political oratory, the ~ buy the book. 
schools were shut in 1969 and the students 
ordered to the countryside for "re- It Was not until the mid-1970s, withthe 
education." fall of the Gang of Four and the end of the 
Pen- did not -o -referrin- like man" of Cultural Revolution, that Peng, with the I$ I$ ,P  J$ # . . . 
his classmates to "bum" around the cit,, of help of some mfluentml frnends, wangled a
' ra , ,=. . ,  ..... =.=.,-, ,~ ~,.~,~ a.=.....= , . '~. ,  job as a translator at Gulangxi Unlversit 
J s It was there he eventually heard of Con. with friends when he*was lucky, walking . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  corcua ~rom a mencn wad nau stuon~ in me streem anu meepmg m me park when . . . .  
he was not. r J !4 mon[rea l .  
: Even before the schools were closed, he The Concordia English department was, 
and a handful of friends had decided there , to say the least, startled by a letter of 
was only one way to continue their application from someone who wanted to 
education: "We began to teach our- become agradnate student without even a 
selves." high school diploma, let alone an un- 
For Peng, who had o dream of becoming dergraduate d gree. 
P# 
ERIC Y. MITrERNDORFER 
, The appointment of 
Eric Mittemdorfer as 
president of the Pulp 
and Paper Industrial 
Relations Bureau is 
announced by Donald A. 
Saunders, chairman and 
chief executive officer. 
Mr. Mittemdorfer has 
an extensive labour 
relations background in 
the pulp and paper 
industry in both Canada 
and the United States. 
Pdor to joining the Bureau 
as vice president in 1981, 
he was II-r Rayonier's 
director of labour and 
employee relations for 
Nodh Amedce. 
Mr. Mittemdorfer is a 
graduate of the Universil 
of B.C. and worked with 
two major B.C. forest 
companies before going 
to the U.S. in 1975. 
• The Bureau is the 
bargaining agency for 
B.C,'s 14 pulp and paper 
manufacturers. 
q 
This LengWeekend 
L $2.50 each! 
9 big pieces of 
finger lickm' good 
you can feed four a 
delicious meal for just 
chicken, large salad, medium fries, 
plus a 750 ml bottle ef Coke for 
only $9.99. May ]8-21 only. 
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TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES pr0vldes 
asslstanca with household 
msnsgement and dolly 
IIvln0 actlvltles to aged, 
hand lcapped,  con-  
.valescents, chronlcally III, 
etc. 4530 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C.-VaG 1P4. 
Phone 635.5135. 
TERRACE. PRO-LIFE 
Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholding 
the right to Ilte of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
supporting members 
welcome. Phone Roberte 
635.7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
(ppd-301une~.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
'Monthly meatlng Is hold 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at 
the Kltl K'Shan steffrcom. 
For more Information call 
Cathy et 635-2151 or Sue at 
635-4691. 
(ppdS.291une) 
KSAN HOUSE is" 
available to women and 
children who have b~n 
physically or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELP line 635. 
6447. (ppd.apri130.84) 
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THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
1ha fourth Tuesday of each 
mbnth Et Northwest 
Cammunlty College. We are 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please call 
Jacqule 635-6727, 
Treen 635.2865. 
(pp3-June2984) 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7.10pm 631)-1362. 
(ppd.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and loln us, a fatally 
orlentated group, wlth 
temlly and adult actlvltles. 
We are a local support 
group; offering friendship, 
companionship and help If 
we can to families whoare 
only one parent. Come and 
loin us the One Parent 
Families Association of 
Canada. For Information 
phone Bee 635-3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. V1)G 265. 
(ppd-131ui84) 
PARENT'S-IN-CRISIS A 
self.help group for parents, 
seeking to change 
destructive patk~rns of 
chllcl-rearlng. Weekly 
meetings. Telephone crisis 
line - 635-5566 or write to 
P.O. Box 494 T~race, B.C. 
(l~c~-~01une) 
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FOOD FOR THOUGXT 
Soup Kitchen -- We provide 
free soup to those In need; 
thls servlce Is provlded by 
volunteers who are 
unemployed. Donetlens of 
food and money are needed 
to maintain this sorvlce. 
3312 Sparks Ave. 
10am .4pro 
608.1604 
. .  (ppd2-30mar84) 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.In centre; support 
service for women; 
information; referral; 
lending library; bookstore, 
counse l l ing;  support 
groups. 
4S42 Park Avenue; 
open 12.4 p.m. weekdays 
631-0221 
(ppd-7mo.30Mar'84) 
ALANON MEETINGS 
Monday at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, at 8pm Phone 
Isobel 635:9359 or Gloria 635. 
.5,546. 
(ppd.23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. in the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there Is a movie on 
~Alcohol and Drugs. 
Everyone welcome. 
(ppd.14may) 
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UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE - -  We 
are a non.government 
agency that provides advice 
End counselling to the 
unemployed. Our services 
Ere free. If you need help 
with Unemployment  
Insurance problems or 
Human Resources give us a 
call. 
4721 Lazelle, 
Rm.200 
(Back of Tilllcum Theatre) 
635.4631 
(ppd2-30mar84) 
A.A. MEETINGS 
Monday--8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Unlted Church 
4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday--8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Heart Church 
4830 Straume 
Wednesday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday -- 8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit. 
Frlday--1):~ p.m. 
(Open) 
Kerm0de Friendship Centre 
. 3313 K.~lum 
Saturday--8:30 p.m. 
'(Open) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Sunday-- 8:3Op.m. 
(Men's Closed) 
Anglican Church 
Basement 
4726 Lazelle 
24 hrs.-63e.e19s 
(ppd.31July84) 
TERRACE • 
DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
635.3178 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meets every Tuesday at 
6:45 p.m. In the Skeena 
Health Unit. ' For In- 
formotlon call Joanna 635. 
7742 or Kathy 638.0497. 
(ppd6.31aug) 
PRDGRAMME CADRE- 
PRANCAIS Le Ministers 
'de L'Educatlon offre aux 
Francophones de Terrace 
un education en Francals. 
Pour information: J .Y. 
Paul 635.9527 L. Tremblay 
635.4832. 
(pl.41un) 
VOLUNTEER" HOMES 
NEEDED Interculfure 
Canada, an International 
non..proflf 0rganlzatlon, Is 
Iooltlng .for a "volunteer 
family who would like to 
host an exchange student 
for the 1984-85 school year. 
You can discover Japan, 
Germany, France and 
many Latin American 
countries by hostlog one of 
the 180 students who will 
come to Canada to learn 
English and tlnlsh their 
high school. For further 
Information call Llse 
collect at (514) 288.3282. 
i 
2 . Coming 
Events 
A DINNER BANQUET 
Will beheld on Sat. May 26 
at the Sandman Inn. 
Starting at 7pro. For 
tickets and or  more In- 
formation please contact 
• Steve Ross 638.8428; Roger 
Gibbs 635-5373; Something 
Good Book Store 635-3803. 
Awarm welcome and open 
Invlfaflon to all presented 
by: . Full Gospel 
Businessman's Fellowship 
International. 
(nc-2Sm.ay) 
TERRACE HIKING CLUB 
Hike - Sunday May 20 Meat 
at the ,library at 9am, 
weather permitting. Easy 
trail in to Shandilla Lakes. 
Bring a lunch, ralngser, 
water, a camera, a friend 
and bug spray. No dogs 
p lease .  Everyone  
welcome. Come out and 
enjoy sprlngl .Phone Vicki 
635-2935 for further In. 
formation. Please note 
club meeting: May 31: 
Watch paper for further 
details. 
(nc-18may) 
BIRTHRIGHT TEA & 
Musical evening, air. 
thr lght warmly Invites 
everyone to the tea and 
.musical evening on 
Monday 28 of Mey from 
7pm to 9:30pm on the 
' Pu l~ l l c  Health Unit, 
THE TERRACE Figure Multipurpose Room, on 
Skating Club wil l  be .Kalum St., Admission: 
holdlnglfsAnnuaIGeneral baby g i f t ,  diapers, 
Meeting on May 28th at 
7:30pm in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. 
Election of officers will 
take place. All Interested 
In this club are urged to 
attend. 
(nc-28may) 
THE TERRACE Figure 
Skating Club wil l  be 
maternity clothes or 
financial donation. 
(nc.28may) 
DANCE REVUE 84 9th 
annual performance by the 
Vlckl Parvlalnen Dance 
Students. May' 25th at 8pm 
at R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Tickets available from the 
14 BuslneBB 
• PerBon~l 
D.L .G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC- 
COUNTANT, Trustee In 
~nkruptcy,  receiver, 
l i qu idator .  209.4650 
Lazelle Ave., P.O. Box 
~,  Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4R2. 638.0361, 635.5702. 
(p20.28may) 
i i I nn 
19 Help : 
Wanted 
MANAGER wanted for 
small rental complex with 
living quarters. Reply to 
Box 1487 c.o Terrace. 
Kltlmat Daily Herald, P.O. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
(p4.11),~,l,8]uneflronly) 
WANT TO-  
-make extra money 
--meet nice people 
--work flexible hours 
--get free professlonel 
sales training 
AVON IS FOR YOU 
Call Karen collect at 
635-7810. 
(p10.28may) 
EXPERIENCED 
RESIDENT Manager for 
30 unlt epertment. Must 
have references and be 
bondab le .  Coup le  
preferred. Send resume to: 
Wllllam 5aumure, RR3, 
Kllby Road, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4R6. 
(p4-22may) 
CANADIAN Summer 
Resort E mployment 
Opportunity Informatlon 
Approx. 850 potential 
employers llsted across 
Canada. Detalls, In. 
formation etc. Send 
stamped envelope to  
In ternat lona l  Em.  
ployment Servlce, Box 
14 ' Business Porsenal 4.1 
IS Founcl 44 
16 Lost " " 45 
19 , Htlp*Wanted ~ , !t'Ic~,- I ,', 17. 
ell For.Hlr.e. . . . .  I l l  
For Rent Mllcollenenus 63 Aircraft 
Property for Rent IN Financial 
Room.& Board . ;, 61 Legal 
.~,S'ult~s')6r'ltlnt .~ 69 . Tenders t . . . . .  
.Homes for Rent " " . ,  
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or less S2.00 per InMrtion. Over 20 
words S cents per word. 3 or more consecutive 
Imiecfloris S l .~  per Insertion. 
REFUNDS 
F l r i t  insertion charged for whether run or not. 
• ABsululely 110 refunds after ~ h i t  bl#n set, 
COl leCT IONS 
Mul l  be mide before second Insei'tlon, 
Allowance COil be made for ONly gee'incorrect 
Id .  
BOX NUMBERS 
$1.00 p ickup,  
I~.00 mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Rites IV I I I Ib l I  upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
'n  cents Per agate line• Min imum charge SS,00 
per insertion.' 
LEGAl .  • POLITICAL and TRANSIENT AO. 
V IRT IS lNO 
37 Cents per line, 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
IS.00 per line per month. ON • minimum four 
month basis. 
'COMINg EVENTS 
For Non.Profit Organizations. Maximum S days 
Insertion prior to event for no charge. Must be 25 
~lordsor ass, typed, and submitted to our office, i 
D IADL IN I  
DISPLAY 
Noon tWO days prior to pubflcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED 
I1:00 osm. On dsy previous to day Of publication 
/ t~d iy  to Friday• 
"ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
than BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
A,CCOUNT. 
Service charBa of ss.gg on i l l  N.S. l .  cheq l l l .  
WBDOfRO OBSCRIPTIQNS 
NO charge provided news submitted within" One 
month. 
I k l l  399, Terrici~ I .C.  Home Otl lvory 
VSO 4114 PpeflO i|S*411N 
h 
CLASSI F lED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Notices 6.00 
Births - 6.00 
Engagements 6.00 
Marriages 6.00 
Obituaries 6.00 
Co,dot Thanks 6.00 
In Mamorium 6,00 
~)ver 60 words, S cents each oddltlonal word. " 
PHONE 6~5.63S7 -- Classified Advir~tislng 
Otpartment. 
SUBICRIPTI()N RATES 
Effective October t, legg 
Single Copy 2~: 
By Carrier ruth. $S.50 
By Carrier . ,year 3g.00 
By Mal l  3 mths. |S.00 
By Mal l  6 rathe. 3,5.00 
By Moi l  I yr.'58.00 
Senior Citizen I yr. 30.~" 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America 1 yr. 65.00 
The Herold reserves the r ight  to classify otis 
under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore end to determine page location, 
The Herald reserves the r ight to rev ise ,  edit, 
classify or re l ic t  any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service an d to repay the customer the sum 
poid for the advertisement end box rental. 
BOX replies on "Ho ld"  instructiono not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of In  advertlMmant wi l l  
lie destroyed unless mail ing instructions ore 
received. Those answering BOX Numbers are 
, requested not to Send originals of documlnts to 
avoid lOSS. All claims of errors in advertisements 
must be received by the PUblisher with in 30 days 
after'the first publ icat ion. .  
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting spoce 
that the l labi l l ty of the Herald in the event of 
failure to publish an' edvartlsement or in the 
event of an error appearing in. the ~l"dvc rt is, mint  
6S I~UOllShed Shi l l  be l imited tO the amdunt I~lld 
by the odver l iNr  for only one Incorreflt inSertion 
for the portion of the advertising space OCCupied 
by the incorrect or cimitted item only, and that 
there shall be rio l iabi l i ty to any extent greater 
ihsn the amount paid for SUCh advertising. • 
Advertisements must comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertising that discrlmlnotes against any 
PerSOn becaUSE Of hie race. religion, seh, color. 
nationality, ancestry or place Of origin, or 
because his age is between 44 end 45 years, 
unless the COndition Is justified by a bono fide 
re, qUl lemlnf  Ior the work Involved, 
dailu 
Classified Mail.in Form 
' Your Ad 
' ' ' ' ' ' * ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "  " ' ' "  ' '  '.........;*.0,,,.,,,.,.,,.,,.,,.,,., 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classif ication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  'Send ad along w i th  
20 words or less: S2 per day cheque or money order to: 
DA ILY  HERALD 
S4.50 for three consecutive days 3010 Kalum St . "  
S6 for four consecutive days Terrace, B.C. 
S7..50 for five consecutive days , VRG 2M7 
4530 Lekelse Ave. holding Its Annual General 
TerraceVaG1P4 Meeting On Mey 28th at 
~*'~':~' " " ' : ' " ' : ' i~* '  <'~ "~7-301p.m!'ih"lh~ Terrace; 
- * ALTERNATE. " ;L Public Library basement." 
EDUCATION Election of ~ff l~rs 'will 
fakeplace. All Interested In 
COMMUNITY this club are urged to at- 
WORKS tend. 
CONSUME R (nc-28may) 
COMPLAINTSOFFICER IMAGES OF RIBBON M 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR BLUES all native fashion 
635-'!256 show .end dinner will be 
held In conjunction with 
MEALS.ON.WHEELS the Kermoda Friendship 
635-3178 Society's annual general 
meeting to be held at 3313 
NORTHWESTALCOHOL& Kalum St. on 2 June 1984, 
DRUGCOUNSELLING starting af 3p.m. 
638.8117 New members are 
SKEENAYOUTH welcome and election for 
WORKS INCENTIVE the board of directors will 
PROGRAM (SYWlP) also be taking place. 
635.5778 Please phone 635.4906 for 
• further Information. 
SPECIAL SERVICES (nc-6iun) 
TO CHILDREN 
635-7087 THORNHILL CHAPTER 
• 85 Order of the Eastern 
TERRACE Star. Bake Sale & Raffle. 
HOMEMAKERS Friday, May 18 at 2pro. 
63~5135 Terrace Co.op. Proceeds to 
" the Canadian Cancer 
TERRACE RECYCLING Society. 
435.7271 • (nc-18may) 
BIRTHING BED FUND 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT Raffle. Tickets on sale at 
& LIVING SKILLS, Doctor's offices'and also at 
63S-7863 Skeena Mall on May 18, 19 
and 31st, Draw 1 June 84 
(ppcl. 1st .  prize Pottery 
(ppd&aug. 84) Cessorole Dish~ 2nd prize: 
Puff Quilt made by the 
JUDO CLUBS Foi- lunlor 7- Ladles" at Skeenavlew 
14 years. Ju;Jitsu for adult. Lodge. 
For more Informatlm call (nc-18may) 
635.9316 and 635.9556. 
(l~-30may) CHILDREN'S FAIR The 
Terrace Women's Centre 
PROGRESSIVE CON. Is sponsoring a Children 
SERVATIVE Association ot Fair BUT we need your 
Skeena. Information energy and Ideas. If you 
Memberships. Phone 631). are Interested In making 
1206. this event happen come to 
(~.31aug84) meeting In the downstairs 
of the library, May 22nd at 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 7pm. For more In. 
worried, thinking of an formation call the Terrace 
abortion? We at Birthright Women's Centre 638.0228. 
would like to Offer you our (nc.10may) 
support and friendship. 
Free confidential TERRACE DOG CLUB" 
pregnancy tests available. Third Annual Chem. 
Tfl llcum Building 4721 Suite plonehlp Dog Showa, held 
201 Lazelle Ave. Office[ at ThornhIII Community 
hours Monz to Frl. from 9am ' Hall. May 48 12 noon. May 
to 11am Saturday 9am to 19at 10:30a.m. andMay 
1pro Phone 635.3~07 anytime starts at 9am;Complete 
(ppd-Junetl) show each day with over 
100 dogs. Both con. 
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP formstiOn and obedience 
LINE SIS-4043 A' 24hr. line ClalseL Concession open 
for support end lnformation all day long. Publ ic 
for victims of sexual welcome, no admittance, 
assault. Office location: charge. Banquet and 
Nc~2.32~1) Kalum Street, dance Saturday night, 
Open 9-4, Mon.Frl. Tickets available I t  the 
(l~d-~rl128.84) shaw. For more In. 
formation call 63S.dl217, 
PLEASE SUPPORT - im.T4~,l end evenings et 
EYE aP l ) f .a l  ,.<.,,m.,i 
students and Sight and 429, LtJmby, B.C. V0E 
Sound or phone 635.2142 2G0. 
and ~3S-242];~ .Prl~es iRre . . . . . .  '~ '1' i~ ~i"(~2.0:18m~y) 
adults 84, students over 12 ',', 
$3, chi ldren and senior TEACHINg 
citizens S2. Donations from 
the proceeds go to the  
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Fund. 
Coma and enloy an 
evening of entertainment 
for the whole family. 
(nc.2Smay) 
i 
!1 
RuctionB 
I 
BUSINESS HOURS-- 
MAY 
S:00pm to 9:00pm 
Tues. to Friday 
1:00pro to S:00pm 
Sunday 
(Special rates to 
unemployed) 
Consign your Items now. 
L.W. Sears 
Auction 
Phone 635-7824 
4106 Highway 
16 East. 
(pS.24may) 
• !2 GarcLge 
• Sa le  
n ' 'T 
I 
TYLERS GARAGE 
SALEI rsat. May 19th 0am 
to 8pro. Corner of Mershall 
& Soucle, near the *'college. 
Follow the signs. --cast 
Iron weights . .70 lb.; 
benches, stereo $400, car 
speakers ,  qua l i ty  
household items, tools, 
some artifacts, old sliver, 
oak sideboard, books and 
much more. Coffee will be 
served. Call 635.$809 
(eves). 
(I)2.18 may) 
14 Bu i lne l l  
Personal  
TOTAL~ BUSINESS SER- 
I#lCES 24 hr. Answering 
Service, Typing, Paging, 
Photocopying Alarm 
monitoring. 3236 Kalum St. 
Phone 638.8198. 
(accT.mor.tfn) '
FILTER QUEEN 
Sales & Service 
Phone 
6U.28fl 
AL TOOVEY 
FURNACE REPAIR 
Phone 6384824 
(set) 
VACAN(:Y 
Oilskin Language 
A*t 
Kltwanga, B.C. 
School District No. 88 
(Terrace) requires a full. 
time teacher of the Gltskan 
Language and Art to teach 
Elementary classes in 
Kltwanga Elementary. 
5econdary' School, com. 
menclng SePtember 1, 
1984. The successful ep. 
pllcant should be both 
fluent In Gltskan and be 
very knowledgeable about 
Gltskan Art and Culture. 
For  further Information 
about qualifications or the 
program, please contact 
the principal, Mr. Dan 
Boudreault at 849.5,184. 
To apply, please contact 
Mr. • Broudreault or write 
to Mr.  Skip Bergsma, 
Assistant Superintendent 
of Schools, School District 
88 (Terrace), 3211 Kinney 
Street, Terrace, B.C. VaG 
3E9.. 
(acc2.15,18may) 
22 For 
Hire 
WE ARE 2 enthusiastic 
senior university students. 
Environmental studies and 
psychology majors with 
varied work experience . 
versatile, dependable, and 
available now. Phone 638. 
8263. 
(pS.23may) 
"A" TICKETED 
JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
No Jobs to small, all Jobs 
cons idered .  Very  
reasonable rates. Phone 
638-1762. 
(pg0.30mey) 
I 
h FINISHING CAR- 
| PENTRY Renovations 
| & addi t ions . ,  J0ur. 
I neyman carpenter. 
| Rite Ill.00 per hour. 
I ~on, i,ll-19ll. (p20. 
i I lu l i l )  
r 
23 
Servlcel  
I I  
MUSICBY NIGHTHAWK 
Country, Grafflth M.O.R,, 
available for bookings. 
Phone 635.93313 635.9638. 
(pS.$4mey) 
31 PetG 
I 
FOR SALE-- ~BeautlfuI 
purebred cats. Phone 635. 
3253 after 6pro. 
(p6.25may) 
CKC REGISTERED 
51berlin Husky pups. 
Ready. to i go May 18111. 
Delivery can be arra.ng'ed. 
Phone. 112.963-9972. 
' !pa-18may) 
STAN()IN¢) 'AT STUD 
BE RAZTUS 2 ~ 
1970 Q~H. Stallion 
Raztus Is a ROM Race 
Producer and Multiple 
Show ROM end Youth 
ROM Producer. Sire of 7 
hi.point award winners. 
NBCQHA.-1983. 
CONTACT 
DRI FrWOOD RANCH 
Jim & Ellean Shorter 
Smitbers 847.3165 
' (pS0-elun) 
32 
LiveBtock 
LIQUIDATION NORSE 
SALE, Older quarter 
mare, excellent English 
propsect, gentle, splrlted. 
Also Appaloose's • family, 
show stock. Delivery 
arranged. CateglOClUeS. 
Phone 692.3403. 
(p3.18may) 
33 Fol Stile 
• miscellc~neous 
EQUALIZER HITCH 
Mirrors Included. Phone 
between 5-6 or view at 4637 
Weber St. 
(p4-18may) 
HAWKE SEAFOODS 
Specializing In fresh 
prawns. Inseeson cod, 
octepus~.snalls, halibut 
and shrimp. Fresh Re~I 
Snapper. 1928 Bobslen 
Cres. 
(p20.7jun) 
CEDAR SHAKES 24" 
No.1 resown, red cedar 
858 per sq.; 24" No.2 
shakes$30 per SOl. Phone 
638-1912. 
.(p10-31may) 
, i 
i 
.38 Wanted 
miBcellaneouB 
i 
WANTED-- 'For •-men's 
gospel quartet, barltono 
singer. Must be able to 
sight read music. 635.5612 
after Spm. 
(p6.25may) 
39 
mar ine  
J 
22'  R IVERBOAT 
Flbreglass over styrafoam 
and wood frame, with 3 
stage Hamilton Jet and 350 
Chevy power call 635.5927 
evenings. 
(p20-61un) 
1977 MODEL 22 r 
RIENELL DEEP V 
hardtop with Alaska. 
bulkhead. Purchased new 
In late 1978 and wes used 
sparingly for 3 seasons. 
Has been stored under 
cover for last 2 years. Has 
188 Mercrulser I-O with 10 
IRS on newly rebuilt leg. 
140 engine hrs., new 
windows In full stand.up 
canvas, swim grids with 
ladder and motor mount, 
sink, 2 burner alcohol 
stove, Ice box, toilet, c.b., 
sounder, sleeps 4, spare 
prop, anchor etc. c.w 3,500 
lb. tandem road runner 
trailer w i th  Tlmken 
bearings and buddies. 
Wh~ie t)nlt Is neat and 
clean a'l~l reedy for the 
summe#. Asklnn S16,500. 
Phone 847-5181. 
( P 4.15,18,g2,25may ) 
40Equipment  
I I 
FOR SALE-- 1976 John 
Deare Backhoe 510, Phone 
6,18.8347. 
(plO.24mey) 
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' 40  . . . . .  The Xeret~ Friday, May 16, 1984, I~1N~11 
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:~TRI-PAR 
Specialists in cracked 
p ' , ,  t , 
ARIS (CP) --  SU r ted  Pa ~ 
Preference among the pI~) l~__ ._.~ye,_ . 
E . . . . .  Mac]aachen sale no naa 
o~.osps t~s ,or one oz me,r .... reservations about "the 
,e nex~ secretary , . Jew of man" E . . . .  
general of the;: v~,~l ¢,m i.~. = ~k. fUI"U[J~f~I~ 
O ani . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~(~ _~!lonzor,:conom,c secretary general should 
• p~ tlon aria 
cylinder: ,heads and 
casting repairs. 
• -exchange 4.~1 or 4.71 
cylinder heads, 1~!I0.27 
--Exchange 335.400 
• Cummins heeds c.w 
valves, $150.00. Cat 
heads alsoavallable. 
$62.7611 
TRI-PAR 
Prince George 
(acc.frl) 
43 For Rent 
misc. 
FOR RENT 
Oddtetlows Hill 
3222 Munro Street. For 
information re rentals 
phone 635.2794 or 635-3995. 
(acc-tues&frl.ffn). 
FOR RENT-- Cement 
forms. Call. 638.1396. 
(stfn) 
47 Suites 
for Rent 
TETRAULlr • 
NAG- 
APARTMEHlrS 
Frldge, shwe, drapes, 
c~rl~dlng off street 
parking, security 
system. 
Rents shirt Et 
ms 
Phone manager 
enytlrne. 
 e.ss4s 
21xlm. BAS EMENTsultefor 
rent. Stove, frldge In. 
cluded. Close to school and 
town. No pets. Would like a 
femlly Phone 630.$412 after 
4pm. 
(pS.18ma~/) 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good •rates. Call 
manager any time for 
appolntmmt to view• Phone 
635.4547. 
...... ,. . ,.(acc21dnc-tfn 
• . r 
I i l l  I 
KEYSTON E 
APARTMENTS 
UNDER NEW 
MANABEMENT 
1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
• S~aclous & clean, 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
tecllltles, storage locker 
& parking. References 
required as of Feb. 144. 
Pleas# phone 635.5224. 
(acc251an-ffn) 
ONE BEDROOM 
basement suite. $300 
month Including utilities. 
Call 635.6733 after 5pm. 
(p2-18,22may) 
/NtNOR VILLA 
APARTMENTS 
Starting at mS 
Carpeting, Appliances, 
Drapes,' Laundry, 
Parking, Security. 
PNON E 6354183 
(acc.ffn.tues&frl) 
/ i  
New Management 
offers 
Reduced Rates 
atthe 
MANOR VILLA 
APARTMENTS 
"Starting at 
$295.00 
These apartments on 
Kenney & Agar offer: 
--w-w carpeting 
--2 appliances 
.--drapes' 
--laundry facilities on 
every floor 
--plenty of parking 
--security system 
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
PLEASE PHONE 
LlS-31L1 
(tll nov.29.83) 
! 
BIRCHWOOD 
APARTMENTS 
Two .bedroom suite 
available 
--quiet, spacious, 
downtown locality 
--adult only ' 
--security ehtrdpce, 
private parklng~ ' 
--large balcon~ 
To view please phone 
635.4422. 
(p10.25may) 
ONE BEDROOM & 
bache lor  su i tes .  
Available Immediately. 
Frldge & stove Included. 
Sauna & recreatlo, 
room. 6,15.9023 or 63S 
51119 to view. 
(p20.23mal 
I 
DELUXE '.ON E 
BEDROOM apartments. 
Close "to town. Complete 
with >qtove, frldge and 
carpet. Phone 638.1168 
days or 635..9080 & 636-1533 
evenings.. 
(accffn.16may) 
1 & 2 BEDROOM apart. 
ment located on Brauns 
Island. Available for rent 
Immediately. Spoclal rates 
for retired or I)ensloner. 
Information phone 635.3583 
or 635-4054. 
(p3.18may) 
WOODGREEN 
APARTMENTS-- 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locality. 
Complete with dishwasher, 
fireplace, frldge, stove and 
drapes. Undercover 
perking. Security entrance. 
Phone 635.9317. 
1 (accsopt12tfn) 
FOR RENT--1 bedroom 
suite West side of duplex. 
Oneblock from swimming 
pool. Phone 638-1040. 
(p3.22may) 
48 Homes 
for Rent 
3 BEDROOM upper duplex 
• 1100 sq. ft. Frldge & stove 
Included. Carport. One 
block from Westend Store. 
Available June 1st. $450 
per month. Plus deposit. 
No pets. Phone 635.2643. 
(pS-23may) 
2 BEDROOM housa for 
rent. Stove & frldge Inc. 
Available June 1.84. Phone 
635.9418. 
(pS-23may) 
3 BEDROOM townhouso, 
close to downtown. 
References required. No 
• pets. Phone 635.9.693 or 635- 
7592. 
(p4-11,16,17,10may) 
4 BEDROOM house with 
basement. In down town 
WATERFRONT 
PROPERTY 1.35 acres, 
190' fronting on lake, level 
bulldlng slfe, read access, 
freed, west slde Lakelsa 
Lake. Phone. 769-5932 or 
write: Homeowner, 2645 
Thacker Dr., Kelowna, 
B.C. VlZ IW5. 
(pl0.1jun) 
LOT FOR SALE-- in 
Thornhelghts.  " 3569 
Cottonwood Cres. $14,9(X) 
OBO. Reply to 731 N. 
Do l la r ton ,  •North  
Vancouver, B.C. WG 1NS. 
(pl01unefrl) 
LAKEFRONT 
PROPERTY on north end 
Lakelse Lake. Offers to 
S18,500. Phone 635.5990. 
(p10-29may) 
54 Business 
Propertq 
FOR RENT--  5,000 sq. 
ft. retail store., Located 
corner of Lakelse & 
Emerson . best sho~ 
windows In town . fm 
further Informatlor 
phone 635-5333 durln~ 
business hours. 
(acc4.april.ffn) 
BUSINESS Property for 
sale. Store space on the 
bottom. Living quarters on 
top. A!so 2.45 acres for 
sale. Call anytime 63S-2153. 
(p3-11,18,25may fir) 
BY OWNER commercial 
property on Hwy. access. 2 
large lots. & 2100 sq. ft. 
building will consider any 
reasonable trade and will 
finance up to half. Phone 
635-7624 5-9 p.m. 
(p10-31may) 
55, Business 
Opportunity 
area. No pets. References B U S I N E S S F O R 
required. S500 month. SALE-- Established 
Phone 635.9292 or 635.7935. jan i tor ia l  business 
(ps.25may) presently grossing 
• $100,000 apnual ly.  
2 BEDROOM duplex with Financial stetemerlts 
full basement. Situated 2 . . . .  avail~ le, OperMIons ~lock~, .from downtown.; , ...~.~ ~PII ,~  ;~.~ ~.z,~ 
• 'Jcl~l f~r a working couple.,'* t.f)[~t~,~.~t~,. ~ ,~n g 
Frldge and stove included.. •.  machines. Kep/yto~uox 
Rent $450-month .  114ss c-o lerrace. 
References required. No IKItimat Dally Herald, 
pets. For appt to view I Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone638.1522 between 6 & |VOG 4B4. 
6 p.m. only. . | (p20.25may) 
• (p4-18may) I 
3 BEDROOM house In 
town. Frldge, stove, ~6 
washer and dryer. No pets. motorcgc le l  
References required. Also 
2 bedroom trailer. No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 638-1366. 
(p10-24may) 
THREE BEDROOM 
town houses close to 
shopping centres and 
schools. Phone Terrace 
Manor 638-8417. 
(p20-21may) 
49 Wanted 
to Rent 
I 
NEEDED by Joly 1st. 3 or 
4 bedroom home. Phone 
635-7642. 
(p3-18 may) 
for Sale 
.I I 
FOR SALE BY OWNER-- 
A small 3 bedroom house 
with a fireplace and lots of 
trees In the yard. Close to 
town and schools. Asking 
$59,500. Phone 630.1639. 
(stf-29may) 
5 BEDROOM homeOn V= 
acre, on Skeona St. 2 
fireplaces, garden area, 
barn, sauna. Asking 
$87,$00. Phone 63S.2485 
after S p.m. 
4 BEDROOM 'house Ir~ 
Horseshoe area. Large 
sundeck, garage, large rec 
room. Interested party 
only. Price $81,500. Firm. 
,, 635.3449. ,(p1,0,24may) 
S ,YEAR,~N.D 3 level split. 
• Asking $62,900" Phone 635. 
i 7630 after Spm. No agents. 
.~,. ~ (p3•11mayp$-lOmay) 
I 
S~,S00 
We planned It, we built 
It, we love It ... so could 
you. 3 year old 1344 sq. 
ft. home on 4.6 treed 
acres. Besutlful view. 
Only 1.5 km from city. 
Many special features 
Include pine ceiling, 
fireplace, large master~ 
bedroom with 3 pce. I
ensulte. 6311.1321. 
(p&10may) 
I 
FOR SALE-- 1978 
G.t~.C. Van. Bids only. 
Call Rod or Ann at 635. 
2261 between 8:30 a.m.~ 
&5:00 p;m. 
(accl0.30may) 
FOR SALE-- 1978 
G.M.C. Chev ~7= ~ton 
pickup. For bid 
incluirles call ROd or 
Ann at 635.2261 hetwean 
8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
(acdlO.30may) 
1981 6 cyl. 4x4 Chev ~/2 ton. 
.Standard shift, canopy, 
running boards and other 
extras. Low mileage, one 
owner, like new. Phone 
638.0311 evs. 
(p3-4,11,18,ay) 
(fri only) 
1980 FORD V4 ton Super 
cab. XLT camper special, 
air condition, tilt, cruise, 
carpets, bucket seats. 
Near new 14 ply 
Brldgestone tires. New 
brakes. Phone 635-5166 
between 5.6 p.m. or see at 
4637 Weber Ave. 
(p4•18may) 
1980 CHEV Vs TON Diesel, 
SIIverado, flit, air con. 
dltlon, AM-FM, cassette, 
carpets, radials, 22,000 km 
on engine andtrans, phone 
63S-5166 between 5-6 p.m. 
View at 4637 Weber Ave. 
(p,l-18may) 
59 mobile 
Homes 
FOR SALE-- 1966 I0x45 
Twentleth Century moblle 
home wlth addition. 
Furnlshed or unfurnlshed. 
Phone Call 635-7338. 
(p20.15june) 
1972 12'x68' 3 BEDROOM 
mobile home. Fenced yard 
with 2 storage sheds. 
Appllances negotlable. Set- 
up & skirted in Terrace 
Trailer Court: Asking 
$18,900. Open to offers. 
Phone 635-3706. 
(p3.23may) 
!966 K N [G. H ~ ~,~A';a~er 
:10'x40'~, plus ; addition 
10'x22', finished. Excellent 
cond i t ion .  $S,$00 
negotiable. Phone 633-2421. 
(p20-71un) 
FOR RENT 2 BEDROOM 
double-wide trailer. Ex. 
cellent condition. Fridge, 
• stove, washer, dryer. 
Available June 1. Adults. 
No pets . .  References 
, " ,, please. Phone 635.7411. 
1983 YAMAHA 1200 (p3-22may). 
Venture Royale Touring 
Bike. Mint condition. 
Stereo, air suspension, 60Recreational 
digital read out, helmuts, Vehicles 
gloves and much more. 
Phone 635.5004. 
(p3-18may) 
5~IutomobileB 
I I 
1970 BUICK SPECIAL 
Deluxe. Good engine, tires 
are like new. For parts 
$275. 1971 Datsun for parts, 
good engine $300. Phone 
635-7427. 
(sff) 
1978 MONTE CARLO 2 
door hardtop, 305 motor, 
auto., AM.FM stereo, 
winter-summer tires, good 
condition. Call 049•6764 
after 4pro. 
• (p10-31may) 
COLLECTORS! 1965 Buick 
Skylark Convertible Red 
with white bucket seats. 
New radials, top, paint. 
Never known rustl Im- 
maculatel $6500. Phone 
557-4363.' (Queen 
Charlottes). 
(pS.16may) 
FOR SALE-- 1983l 
Yamaha Skldoo. BIdsl 
only. Call ROd or Ann at I 
635.2261 between 8i30 |
a.m. & 5:00 p.m. I 
(accl0.30may) I 
58 Trucks & 
Vans 
1979 JEEr* CHEROKEE' 
Ix4, automatic, radio 
$2,600, Call 630.1679 after 
6pm. 
(p10-g4may) 
MUST SELL-- 1980 Ford 
FI~ 4x4, 6 cyl. short box, 
new tires, canopy, roof 
rack, excellent condition. 
Asking $7,200. Phone 638. 
1919. 
(pl0.~may) 
1979 FORD Pickup F I~.  
One owner. Excellent 
condition. 26,000 orlglnai 
miles. Asking price M,000 
firm. Phone 635.7851,. 
(pl0.~may) 
FOR SALE--18' travel 
trailer, frldge, ' stove, 
oven, bathroom,  
shower. Pressurized 
water. Excellent con- 
dltlen. Phone after 5 638. 
6236. 
(pS.25may) 
FOR SALE-- Leaving 
town, 19)'0 19.ft. Okanagan 
motor home, excellent 
condition. No reasonable 
offer refused, can be 
viewed at 350.$ Bruce, Call 
D. Dicklemler before 
8a.m. 
SKYLARK 10' Camper, 
toilet, stove with oven, 3 
way fridge, furnace, 
hydraulic lacks. To view 
I 
i 
68 Legal 
t 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
' Estate of the deceased: 
MURPHY: Josiah D., late 
of c-o Skeanavlew Lodge, 
4011 Sparks St., Terrace, 
B.C. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
said estate are hereby 
required to sand them duly 
verified to the Public 
Trustee, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., 
VBZ 2E5 before June 8, 
1984, after which date the 
assets of the said estate 
will be distributed, having 
regard only to claims thai 
have been received. 
Clinton W. Foote 
Public Trustee 
• . (acc4-9,11,16,10may) 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Forests 
Forest Service 
NOTICE 
Regarding Examination 
for Llcence to Scale Logs. 
Examination for Ilcence 
to scale logs In the Interlor 
will be held at Terrace. 
The examination will be 
preceeded by a scaling 
course. 
Place: 'Northwest 
Community College, 
Terrace 
Date of Scaling Course: 
May 28 to June 1 Inclusive 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
Date of Scaling Exam: 
June 6, 1984 
• The course of Instruction 
must be attended by 
persons currently holding 
an ;SAl~dlfitrne~t'of Acting 
Scaler~ ffa~thesa persons 
the eXathlh&tFoh Is free of 
charge. All other persons 
will be charged an 
examination fee of $40.00. 
Application forms for the 
examination (F.S. 87,1969) 
must be: completed and 
ava!lable;tor presentation 
at the examlnaflon. These 
may be obtained from the 
Instructors during the 
course or from any District 
Manager's Office. 
Persons wishing to at- 
tend the course are 
requested to register by 
contacting one at the 
following Ministry of 
Forests district offices. 
, Terrace 638-8541 
Hazelton 842-6581. 
V.M. Strain 
Acting Regional Manager 
Mlnlstry of Forests 
(acc9-25 may) 
Sheriffs Sale 
Warrant of execution 
against the goods of the 
debtor. 
I have sehed and will offer 
for sale by sealed bid all 
the right title and Interest 
In the undernoted goods of 
Mr. lan Murray., One.1975 
GMC Truck with four 
wheel drive. Serial I 
No.TKY1451509072. 
TERMS OF SALE: Bids In 
writing marked "BID ON 
SHERIFF SALE" are to 
be submlffed to the un. 
4006 Hamer St. or phone derslgned by • twelve 
635•6901. o'clock noon., May 25, 1964. 
(ps.22may) The goods may be viewed 
by contacting the Sherltfs 
• ' office In Terrace, B.C. 
FOR SALE-- 8' Okanagan Any bid may be relected. 
Camper with frldge, oven 
and furnace. 1964 Oid. 
smoblle, low mileage, no 
rust. Phone 635-5639 aft~ 
S:30 p.m. 
(p3.10may) 
630.1111 
Gordon Bellman 
Deputy Sheriff 
Court House 
Terrace, B.C. 
(accB-24may} 
Coachman 
Apartments 
• .,.p.tz,, t, J..#e,, .,,J....... ,.../,z,,f, 
• ~,,.O*,, ,c.~O f JpO,m, . . J . . l  , , ,n , f , , .  
638-8245 
I 
come from Europe." 
Development has cost "I would hope that view 
Finance Minister Marc 
Lalonde his candidacy t 0 " would not pevail in- 
the post of prestige. 
Lalonde hoped to lead I the 24-country consultive body which • groups 
Western Europe, North 
America, New Zealand, 
Australia, Iceland and 
Japan together to promote 
trade, aid and ~onomic 
well-being. 
His wishes were dashed 
Thursday when Lalonde 
withdrew his cand0dscy 
for the OECD post because 
of broad European support 
for  Jean-Claude Paye of 
France• The United States 
was for the Europeans. 
Paye, 50, director Jar 
economic and financial 
affairs at the French 
Foreign Ministry since 
1979, succeeds Emile Van 
Lennep of the Netherlands, 
69, who has served 15 years 
in the post. Paye will take 
up his new duties Sept. 30. 
Focus among the non-* 
Communist industrial 
countries turned today 
toward easing barriers and 
other obstacles to free exh- 
cange of commodities. One 
of the obstacles i the issue 
of high U.S. interest rates. 
CURB INTEREST RATES 
The finance ministers.of 
the Group of Ten industrial 
countries, including 
Lalonde, might pressure 
the United States to curb 
its high interest rates 
during a Rome debate 
session this weekend on the 
world's lung-term 
economic outlook. 
High U.S. interest rates 
also will be discussed at 
next month's London 
summit of the seven major 
industrial countries. That 
meeting will be Prime 
Minister Trudeau's last 
summit before he retires 
from public life. 
In explaining Lalande's 
withdrawal Thursday, 
External Affairs Minister 
Allan MacEachen said 
Canada wanted "to avoid a 
deadlock between coun- 
tries supporting Mr. Paye 
• and countries suvporting 
~r .  Lalonde.". ,'~!: ' 
i'~ ~Lalonde's candidacy 
L'e~ded Thursday morning 
when British Foreign 
Secretary Geoffrey Howe 
withdrew London's 
nominee, Sir Kenneth 
Cousins, and hacked Paye. 
~acEaehen declined to 
name the countries which 
had supported L~londe. He 
said the selection of a new 
secretary general was not 
an election but a process of 
consensus-building. 
Though Canada finally 
69 TenderE 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
HOSPITAL Invites con- 
tract tenders for the 
renovation of. two . (2) 
bathrooms. Contract 
specifications may be 
obtained from the director 
of malntena'nce. 
The lowest or any bid 
will not necessarily be 
accepted. Closing date for 
contract tenders will be 12 
o'clock noon 20 June 1984. 
(acc2.16may) 
definitely and thaL i n ~e 
future,• some .greater 
sympathy might be shown 
to selecting a non- 
European candidate 
reflecting the important'  
North .American' and 
Pacific dimensions of the 
o. 
OECD." 
WASTE FILL 
Westar Lumber Operations wi l l  del iver  
free f i l l  in Terrace and Thornhi l l .  
Anyone interested should leave their  
name and phone number at 635-6580. 
Brian Smith wi l l  contact Interested 
parties for details. 
r I •  
westarT, rnber 
UNRESERVED PUBLICAUCTION 
KITIMAT, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
THURSDAY JUNE 7,1984 
A COMPLETE DISPERSAL FOR: Skoglund 
Equipment Ltd. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL: 
(604) 963.8491 
B.C. DEALERS LICENCE NO. D01076A 
CRAWLER TRACTORS: 1975 IHC TD25C, 
IHC TD25C, 1976 IHC TD20E, 1974 IHC TD20, 
4- IHC TD20B's, Cat DSH, 2. Cat D7F's. 
WHEEL LOADERS: 1978 IHC 56() w. 7.S yd 
bucket, 1979 IHC.Hough H100; 1977 IHC- 
Hough H100 w- Weldco 30 grapple, 1979 Cat' 
920, AIIIs Chalmers 645B. MOTOR 
GRADERS: 3. Cat 14E's, Cat 12F. CRAWLER 
DRAGLINE: P & H 655B. YARDERS: 4. 
Madlll S.309.90" Mobile Spars, Madill 90' 
Mobile spar. LOG LOADERS: 1980 Chapman 
1800 hyd., American 7220 Log-grapple loader, 
American 5675 w. 32' Cypress heel boom, 
Esco grapple, Northwest 41, Ll~nkbelt K365, 
Loraln 48H w- 44' Pierce boom, live heel, 
Pierce grapple. LOG DUMP: Mantle 100 ton 
double A frame log dump machine w. Madll! 
dump winch w. Cat 1693 power, Madlll 
spreader bar. LOG FORWARDER: 1979 
Tlmberlack 230 w- Brute hyd grapple loader. 
LOG TRUCKS: 2. Hayes HDX. 4S. 115 T-A 
self Ioad-pre load, 3- Kenworth 050 T-A self 
Iood.pre load, 3- Kenworth 840 T.A, Hayes 
HD31.70 T.A, Mace RT00 T.A. TRUCKS Inch 
Kenworth L923 T.A tractor, Winch & Picker 
trucks, Service trucks, Water.trucks, 4x4's, 
Pickups, Buses,. etc... TRAILERS.. Inch, 21 
Hayes 60 t~i~& A-Columbia 60 ton, pre;l~act tad 
trailers, 2. C01un~bla 36 ton log p~p tr'" ';liars ~, 3-] 
Hayes 30 ton log trailers, 2- Columbia 30 ton 
Log trailers, Columbia 45 ton D.D.T.A 
Lowboy. MARINE EQUIPMENT: Westcoast 
Salvage 34' Swifter Barge w- winch, 1974 
Westcoast Salvage 19' boom boat, Albernl 
Engineering 20'  boom boat, Albernl 
Engineering 16' boom boat, Madlll 20' boom 
boat. MISC. inch Log trailer re.loader, 
Gardner Denver tank drill mtd on M4 carder, 
Grapples, Brush rakes, Fuel tanks, shop 
equipment etc .... 
ALSO COMPLETE SAWMILL SALE 
Consisting of: Frando 60" Quad saw, Ir- 
vlngton Auto-trim saw, Eltson 105" trim saw, 
70" trim saw, 10" chip.in saw, 68" cut•off saw L 
& B bandsaw, 2. 30" Camblo de-barker, 
Richardson water do.barker, 2. Krone 10 ton 
roof cranes, Irvington lumber stacker, 
Conveyors, Transfer Chains, and much more. 
Wrzte or #hone for FREE Brochure 
RITCHIE BROS. 
Auctioneers 
HEAD OFF ICE:  
9200 Br*dgepor t  Road,  
R ichmond• B .  C .  VBX 1S1 
Phone:  (604)  273 .7564 Te lex :  04 .355580 
~ ~ ~ ~  NEWEST [EB RRACE'S 
Now at affordable Rates 
~~~ One bedroom at 832500 mOo 
Two bedroom at 8360" too. 
- -Attract ive,  spacious, extra storage room : 
--Beautiful appliances, ti led showers 
- -Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
- -Large balconies with screened patio doors 
~Lots  of parking• recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
- -Drapery co-ordinated to w--w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  oriented, close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car wash, all in area 
-$NO.OO lOVe la agowalco for Hay 1.  31 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Property Stewards Weetern~Ltd, 
t 
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F/iJ  :F/on the rite!eel c/ry 
TORONTO (CP) - -  More than 
1.7 million Canadians in 62 cities 
exercised for 15 minutes Wed- 
nesday in an effort to prove their 
city is the most fitness-oriented in 
the country. 
Vancouver, with more than 
127,000, boasted the most par- 
ticipants, but Flin Flon, Man., 
won top honors for involving 87.7 
per cent of its residents in the 
i 
event. percent wllen We started lrr ]Wl'i -*ii- 
Other leading communities, 
among those with less than 10,000 
population, were The ])as, Man., 
with 81.1 per cent and Happy 
Valley-Goose Bay, Nfld., with 68.6 
per cent• 
"We've done market research 
that shows 38 per cent of 
Canadians now are active on a 
regular basis, as opposed to seven 
said Denise Fortier,, com.~ ".
munications director for :.'Par. 
ticip~ction, a non-profit .'cur- 
poration that promotes fitness and. 
health to Canadians. 
Citizens in participating '
communities were asked to': 
workout for 15 minutes and -- 
striclly on the honor syslem -- 
report to their local Participaction 
challenge committee. 
5 
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brought the house down was  glittering and an- The Northern 'Arts and ° ' 
Thursday night as the Far 
North's first ~rforming 
arts theatre officially 
opened. 
There were a few empty 
thusiastlc. 'Cultural Centre, an in. 
, By the time the five-hour timate 312-seat theatre 
show ended with country 'built with $1 million in 
singer Carroll Baker donations and tbeusaitds of 
leading the audience and hours of volunteer labor, is 
a dream come true for 
1st 
2rid 
3rd 
DupI i co te  
Br idge  ..... 
by DAVE COMFORT 
Results for Wednesday, May 15 th 
- Keith :odes & Dave Comfort 
- Glen ,~ Alice Bannister 
- Hugh ,~; <:)]ga Power 
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The Bidding: 
NORTH 
1 diamond 
2 spades 
3 spades 
EAST SOUTH WEST 
pass 1 spade • double 
3 clubs 3 diamonds pass 
pass pass pass 
• West's rather aggressive takeout double was a 
pretty good tactical maneuver. His double shows 
support for the other two suits and the strength of an 
opening bid. It made it possible to push south to the 
• three level and it helped to direct the defence. 
No matter what west leads, the danger declarer 
faces is that east might lead hearts twice. If he does 
declarer will lose three hearts, a spade, and.a club 
for down one. West actually led a club which east 
won and returned a heart. Declarer plays the ten to 
avoid losing three hearts immediately. West wins 
the jack and exits with a diamond to souths hand. 
South must not let east in again (he'll lead a 
beart).so he has to make an avoidance play in the 
trump suit. So, he leads a small trump towards the 
table- if west plays small, declarer plays dummy's 
king. He returns to hand with a diamond (which is 
risky, but necessary) and leads another spade. 
East plays the queen and declarer must duck in 
dummy. (He has to lose a space eventually but he 
needs to 10se it to the safe hand.) Now declarer van 
~lways draw east's last trump and run his 
diamonds; • 
' If declarer starts with a high spade from the 
beard west should unblock by dropping his queen. 
This creates an entry to partner's hand. South must 
• be prepared to let west win his queen as soon as it 
appears. 
The avoidance play makes the contract a sure 
thing. 
northerners, 
"lhaven'l had a drink 
for 21 years and Ire higher 
than a kite tonight, 'r said 
Bob MacQuarrle, a 
member of the territorial 
assembly andan, amateur 
'actor who has worked on 
the theatre's Organizing 
committee. 
"To have a showcase 
like this for northern talent 
is the falfilment of four 
years of dreams." 
The $2.5-million theatre 
has captured the 
imagination, not Just of 
northerners accustomed to 
sitting out concerts on 
gymnasium bleachers, but 
of Canadians across the 
country. 
Donations from a fund- 
raising drive, led by the 
Toronto Globe and Mail, 
have poured in from seven 
provincial governments, 
cities, individuals and 
performers across 
Canada. Singer Anne 
Murray and actor William 
Shatner;were among those 
who chipped in. 
RETAIN HUMOR 
Yellowlmifers bought 
tickets at $75 apiece, and 
turned out in their snaz- 
ziest clothes to celebrate 
the opening. But the 
tuxedos and chic dresses 
didn't prevent the guests 
from poking fun at 
tbemselves or laughing at 
southerners  cracks: 
"What a great show," 
one Yellowknife woman 
said during intermission. 
The :ebullient Baker 
wondered aloud if her hit 
records had been heard by 
folks .in the Northwest 
Territories and admitted 
the real reasen she wanted 
to come North was to see if 
"I needed fur-lined un- 
derwear." 
And broadcaster Peter 
Gzowski, who acted as 
host, won favor by k.eeping 
the audience posted on the 
score of the Stanley Cup 
hockey game between the 
Edmonton Oilers and the 
New York Islanders. 
Adding to the northern 
flavor were an Indian 
prayer chant, drummers 
and dancers from 
Tuktoyaktuk and Inult 
throat singers. 
The audience was 
generous with its applause; 
giving standing ovations to 
opera singer Riki Turof-' 
sky, floutist Paul Horn and 
Roy Megarry, publisher of, 
The Globe and Mhil. 
• They clapped their 
hands and tapped their feet 
along with JoHn Allan' 
Cameron, cbampion fid- 
dlers Graham and Eleanor 
Townseud and French. 
Canadian folk-dancers Lea 
Bles d'Or. 
But the biggest hit of the 
evening was the Famous 
People Players, a troupe of 
mentally handicapped 
performers - who cap- 
tivated the audience with a 
magical presentation 
under black lights. 
The opening 
celebrations, which have 
lasted two weeks, included 
performances by local 
artists and children's 
singer Refit. The Royal 
Canadian Air Farce will do 
'a show later this week. 
Churchill society 
breaks tradition 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  
Lady Mary Soames, 
Winston Churchill's 
youngest and last sew. 
riving child, flipped 
through her family album 
Thursday night at a society 
din.ner open far the first 
time to wo~nen'. ... 
"I hope this is the 
beginning of a very good 
habit," Soames aid of the 
Sir Winston Churchill 
woman to speak at the 
dinners, which began in 
1964. She said she was 
pleased with the society's 
departure from tt;aditinn,. 
considering her mother 
Clementine's influence on 
Churchill. 
"Winston confided ab- 
solutely in Clementine, her: 
contributions were of 
paramount importance," 
said Soames, whose 
Society's decision to invite husband Christopher 
women toits annual black- served as Churcbill's 
tie event, private secretary from 
Soames was the first 1951 to 1955. 
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